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The Correo Mayor Service in Nueva España
© 2009 by Leo J. Harris

Editors’ Note
This article by Leo J. Harris has been prepared to appear with related works concerning 

the Spanish Colonial Correo Mayor mail services in Cuba (by Yamil H. Kouri, Jr., see page 
16), in Perú (by Aldo Salvatteci), in Guatemala (by Cécile Gruson), as well as an introduction 
to the four works (by Jose Manuel López de Bernal), all in future issues of Academvs, the 
journal of the Royal Spanish Academy of Philately. Each of the authors is a member of that 
Academy.

Early Messenger Services
Hernan Cortés utilized messengers from the Tlaxcaltecas and other allied Indian 

tribes in his struggle against the Aztec Empire of Motecuhzoma II. This military campaign 
culminated with the capture of the city of Tenochtitlan (now Mexico City or, as denominated 
in the Spanish language, simply México) in August of 1521. Both Cortés and his associates 
continued for a short time to use Indian messengers between larger cities without making 
any fundamental innovations in that primitive system.

Fig. 1: The conquistador Hernan Cortés is shown with his forces at Michlancuahtla, circa 1521. 
In this drawing from the Lienzo de Tlaxcala (#13) a horseman attacks the temple of Quetzacoatl. 
At the upper right corner a messenger arrives with a letter carried on a “caña” which informs 
Cortés of events occurring elsewhere in the conquest. There was no written Aztec language, so the 
message had to have been written in Spanish. Courtesy of the author.
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As early as 1525 Mesones (inns for travelers) along principal roads were established. 
These Mesones facilitated travel and messenger services in early Nueva España (now, the 
country of Mexico) much as the Postas (post houses) did in Spain.

The Correo Mayor Services
Having been authorized to do so by Felipe I of Spain in 1579, the Viceroy of Nueva 

España, Don Martin Enriquez de Almanza, appointed Don Martín de Olivares as “Correo 
Mayor de Hostas y Postas y Correos en todo la Nueva España” on August 27, 1580.

Olivares discharged his office during a period of twenty years, serving not only the 
King and the Royal government, but also private individuals. When correspondence arrived 
in México from Spain it was delivered at the palace of the Viceroy. The letters addressed to 
individuals residing there were picked up at the palace, and the recipient paid the required 
postage. The postal system soon consisted of the postmen, both mounted and on foot, and 
lieutenants (postal clerks) located in México, Vera Cruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, Querétaro and 
Guanajuato. In this epoch, as in later years, there were two forms of mail despatch. The first 
was the delivery of mail between selected points at periodic intervals, and the second, special 
despatches of mail specifically ordered by the Royal authorities and other users. Doubts have 
been raised as to the effectiveness of this service in its earliest years. Guaranteed delivery 
of the mail seemingly did not occur with any regularity.

By 1593 when the mail service has grown measurably, the Correo Mayores and their 
lieutenants in México were required to notify the secretaries of the Viceroy prior to the 
despatch of the mails.

Less than a century after the first conquistador set foot in Nueva España a number of 
sophisticated procedures for carrying the mail were in place. The August, 1604 document 
which appointed Alonzo Diez de la Barrera as the second Correos Mayor established a 
number of precedents:
 

1. Whenever a rider or other messenger to carry the mail was not available, an indian 
messenger could be hired at the rate of 4 Reales for each three leguas. [A Spanish 
legua is approximately 3.5 miles.]

2. A fixed schedule was established for the payment of mail-carrying messengers.
(a) for mail runs of 10, 12, or 15 leguas:

10 leguas – 8 Pesos for each full day
12 or 15 leguas – 16 Pesos for each full day.
[One Peso was the equivalent of 8 Reales.]

If messengers were required to wait for a reply, 12 Reales for each day of waiting.
(b) for mail runs of 20, 25, or 30 leguas:

20 leguas – 16 Pesos
25 leguas – 20 Pesos
30 leguas – 25 Pesos.

3. The Correo Mayor was responsible for the failure of a mail delivery to occur, or 
for the loss of official documents (pliegos).

4. The Correo Mayor was authorized to enlist a special messenger, payable by the 
Crown or by the private individual requiring such services, at the rate of 17 Pesos 
for a round trip between México and Vera Cruz. He was also required to arrange 
for messengers to other places.

5. Whenever there were delays in carrying the mail in excess of 3 hours the 
Correo Mayor was authorized to make certain deductions from the pay of the 
messenger.
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On November 19, 1620 the Viceroy, Diego Fernández de Córdoba, established distances 
(in leguas) to be used in calculating payments to the mail carriers from México to:

 Acapulco, 80
 Colima, 120
 Durango, 130
 Guadalajara, 90
 Guatemala City, 300

 Matanchel, 190
 Monterrey, 190    
 Navidad, 166
 Oaxaca, 80
 Puebla, 22

Fig. 2:  Folded letter 
dated October 13, 
1630 from Rodrigo 
Pacheco y Osorio, the 
fifth Viceroy of Nueva 
España, resident in 
México, addressed to 
the Corregidor of Vera 
Cruz, a journey of 75 
leguas. Courtesy of the 
author.

 San Luis Potosi, 75
 Tehuantepec, 120
 Vera Cruz, 75
 Zacatecas, 80.

This was the first distance table created in Nueva España for the uniform settlement of 
postal accounts with the messengers.

Mail from Spain would initially arrive at Puerto Rico, and be carried from there to 
Havana and then to Vera Cruz. Upon arrival of his vessel in Vera Cruz, the captain would 
deliver the chests of letters and pliegos to the resident lieutenant of the Correo Mayor de 
Indias, and receive a receipt for them. This would occur before passengers disembarked. Once 
all formalities were completed, the letters and pliegos would be delivered to the lieutenant 
of the Correo Mayor in the city, for despatch to México for its eventual distribution. Also 
included would be mail for the Galeón de Manila, at Acapulco.

Disputes arose in the handling of mail sent from Spain to the Colonies. Complaints 
arose, for example, in 1615 about delays of the mail being sent to Guatemala, which was 
often routed via Vera Cruz and México instead of the more direct route through Yucatan.

The service provided by the Correo Mayores was deemed to be a monopoly, with a 
1,000 Peso fine for those who despatched letters in another manner.

In 1620, under the administration of the third Correo Mayor, Don Pedro Diez de 
la Barrera, there were established by the Viceroy Diego Fernández de Córdoba the first 
“itinerarios ordinarios” from México to Acapulco, Vera Cruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, Guatemala 
City, Zacatecas, Guadalajara, and Durango. The intent clearly was to facilitate commerce, 
linking the larger cities with the ports, mines, agricultural areas, and commercial fairs.

Commencing in 1621, and for the entire period of this mail service, the principal office 
of the Correo Mayor in México was located at a building located on a street then known as 
Del Parque, at the corner of the calle de la Soledad, being near the Palacio Nacional.
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Fig. 3:  Folded 
letter dated 
August 9, 1739 
from Vera Cruz 
to México, 75 
leguas, which 
carries the 
Correo Mayor 
postmark of Vera 
Cruz. Courtesy of 
Omar Ridriguez.

By 1630 it was established that Correo Mayores were not permitted to charge postage 
on official governmental correspondence.

Fig. 4:  Folded 
letter from 
Madrid, Spain 
to Jalapa, dated 
December 4, 
1748. Carried 
by the Correo 
Mayor de 
Indias from 
Spain to Vera 
Cruz. Courtesy 
of Yamil H. 
Kouri, Jr. 

The Royal decree of June 13, 1742 required the establishment in Nueva España of postal 
roads and routes linking the Mesones or Tambos (way stops), similar to those in Spain. As a 
result a number of changes were made to the existing Correo Mayor services. For example, 
during the final years of the administration of the sixth Correo Mayor, Manuel Jiménez de los 
Cobos (1720-1745), there were established weekly mail runs to Xalapa, where in Colonial 
days a major commercial fair was held.  
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The Correo Mayores of Nueva España

Martín de Olivares (1580-1604)
Alonso Diez de la Barrera (1604-1614)
Pedro Diez de la Barrera (1614-1651)
Francisco Alonzo Diez de la Barrera y Bastida (1651-1693)
Pedro Jiménez de los Cobos (1693-1724)
Manuel Jiménez de los Cobos (1724-1745)
Pedro Jiménez de los Cobos y Flores (1745-1752)
Pedro Jiménez de los Cobos y Peña (1752-1760)
Antonio Mendez Prieto (1760-1762).
Antonio Mendez Prieto y Fernández (1762- July 1, 1766.)

Fig. 5:  Folded letter 
circa 1750 from México to 
Guatemala City. This is the 
only known letter carried 
between the Correo Mayor 
franchises of México and 
Guatemala, a journey of 
300 leguas. Courtesy of the 
author.

Fig. 6:  Non-
governmental folded 
letter circa 1756 from 
México to Guanajuato. 
Weekly mail service to 
Guanajuato commenced 
in 1755. Courtesy of the 
author.

On October 19, 1745 there were scheduled mail runs serving the Mesones and Tambos 
between México and Oaxaca, and by 1748 these mail runs were extended to Guatemala City. 
On August 17, 1755 two weekly mail runs into the interior had been established, both 
leaving on Saturdays for the north: one for Querétaro, where it arrived on Monday, and left 
the following day for Guanajuato, from there returning on Saturday. The other arrived at 
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Guadalajara on Thursday, returning the following day to enter in the capital on the same day 
as that from Querétaro. From Guadalajara was another mail run to the mines of Bolanos, 
linked with that from México. Also established during the tenure of the final Correo Mayor 
Don Antonio Méndez Prieto (1760-1765), was a weekly mail for Vera Cruz and another to 
Oaxaca. Service also linked Durango and Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon, Guadalajara and Ures, 
and San Luis Potosi to Monterrey.

Starting in 1759 in México a mail bell was tolled to announce the arrival of the mail 
carriers.

By the early 1760s México was being divided into districts, and began to take on the 
attributes of a major metropolitan area.  Perhaps pursuant to Las Ordenanzas Postales de 
1762 the first postman for the city, Joseph Lazcano, began to make urban deliveries of the 
mail, including official documents, parcels and books. He was responsible, among other 
things, for noting changes of address, collecting postage noted on the letters, and returning 
to the senders the wrappers of registered mail. For these services Señor Lazcano was paid 
one-quarter Real for each letter delivered. It is interesting to note that, at the same time, the 
city of Paris (France) had 117 postmen. This particular service was dropped in 1770.

It has been difficult to locate accurate information as to the postal rates charged for the 
Correo Mayor services over its 185 years. At the time these services were incorporated into the 
Real Renta de Correos in 1766 the new rates were said to be based strictly on the previously 
existing Correo Mayor rates. Those 1766 rates for overland conveyance of mail were:

 Single weight to 1/2 onza  2 Reales
 Double weight 3/4 to 1 onza 4 Reales
 Triple weight to 1-1/2 onza 6 Reales
 Pliego of 2 onzas   8 Reales
 From 2 to 10 onzas, per onza 4 Reales
 From 11 to 20 onzas, per onza 2 Reales
 From 21 onzas up, per onza 1 Reale

Between 1628 and 1720 there were various additional charges by the Correo Mayor 
de Indias for ocean mail carried between Spain and the colonies. These would be added to 
the overland rates and collected on delivery. Between 1720 and 1764 there were no charges 
levied for ocean mail.

By Royal Cedula of November 27, 1765 the office of Correo Mayor de Nueva España 
was incorporated into the Crown, with an effective date of July 1, 1766. At that time there 
were 19 principal offices and 7 subordinate offices.

The Correo Mayor Postmarks
The Table beginning page 10 lists thirty-nine letters from ten different Intendencias, 

with fifteen different postmarks, used in Nueva España between 1734 and 1770. These are 
all of the existing Correo Mayor postmarked letters located by the author. Plate 1 illustrates 
the postmarks from these letters. Four letters with these postmarks were sent after the 
Correo Mayor office was incorporated into the Crown. Apparently there was no immediate 
substitution of Royal postmarks for the Correo Mayor markings. This can be explained 
because the majority of Estafetas (post offices) did not remove the lieutenants of the Correo 
Mayor, who continued on as postmasters of the Real Renta de Correos.  It may be, also, that 
the Puebla postmark or Zelaya Type 2 postmark were not actually used during the Correo 
Mayor period.

Most of the letters referred to in the Table originated in three collections. The collection 
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of Don Fernando Camino Zamalloa, which had the most items, was offered by Soler y Llach 
(June 19, 1991) and the remainder offered again (February 3, 2000). The second collection, 
that of long-time Mexican collector John K. Bash, was sold by Heinrich Kohler Auctions 
(January 29, 2005). The third collection was offered privately by Antonio M. Torres in his 
sale of November 3, 2007. It should be noted that some dating in the Table may be inaccurate, 
due to differences in description contained in the various sources.

Postal historians have been curious why no Correo Mayor postmarks have been located 
for México. For what it may be worth, however, Otto Yag and John K. Bash list a single-
line “MEXICO” postmark, in red, “Est. [estimated] 1721.” In their commentary these 
cataloguers noted that this marking “was cut from its original letter and merely bears the 
manuscript year date 1721, possibly placed thereon by the Vandal who cut it out. However, 
it may be accurate.”  In addition, for the sake of completeness, mention should also be made 
of a folded letter from México to Barreto, dated February 23, 1763, with two examples of 
a black relief circle containing a cross and the letters “IHS.” This item was offered in the 
aforesaid Antonio M. Torres sale. Since that marking resembled a cachet used by the Jesuits 
it is unlikely, however, that it indicated postal service. 

Table of Correo Mayor postmarks used in the Intendencias of Nueva España

GUADALAXARA
1765 29 octobre. Guadalajara a México. GUADALAXARA en negro. 
1765 8 deciembre. Guadalajara a México. GUADALAXARA en negro.
1766 22 noviembre. Guadalajara a México. GUADALAXARA en negro. 

GUANAJUATO

Tipo 1
1760 2 julio. Celaya a México. ZELAYA en negro.
1760 12 octobre. Celaya a México. ZELAYA en negro. 
1760 30 noviembre. Celaya a México. ZELAYA en negro.
1761 3 marzo. Celaya a México. ZELAYA en negro.
1765 2 noviembre. Celaya a México. ZELAYA  en negro.
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Tipo 2
1767 10 agosto. Celaya a México. CELAYA en negro.

MÉXICO

 Tipo 1
1751 23 mayo. Querétaro a Oaxaca. CORO/DEQVE/RETA /RO en negro.
1760 3 marzo.  Querétaro a México.  CORO/DEQVE/RETA /RO en negro.

 Tipo 2
1760 7 diciembre. Querétaro a México. CORO/DEQVE/RETA/RO en negro.

[It was not possible to illustrate Tipo 2. This postmark is slightly larger than Tipo 1.]

NUEVA VIZCAYA

 Tipo 1
1766 8 marzo. Durango a México. CORREO DE DURANGO * en violet. 

 Tipo 2
1760 11 marzo. Cienaguilla a México. Correo/deAgs./calientes en negro.
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OAXACA

1756 24 mayo. Oaxaca a México.  +/OAXACA en negro. 
1756 Oaxaca a México.  +/OAXACA en negro.
17?? Oaxaca a México.  +/OAXACA en negro.

PUEBLA DE LAS ANGELES

1767 3 mayo. Puebla a México. PUE/BLA  en negro. 

SAN LUIS DE POTOSÍ

 Tipo 1 
1760 Potosí a México. SA/LVIS/POTOSI en azul negro.
1760 marzo ? Potosí a México. SA/LVIS/POTOSI en verde negro.
1766 27 febrero. Potosí a México. SA/LVIS/POTOSI en azul.

 Tipo 2
1765 15 noviembre. Potosí a México. SA/LVIS/POTOSI en azul. 
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VALLADOLID
 

 Tipo 1 
1760 27 junio. Patzcuaro a México. COR*/DE*/PASQ en sepia.

 Tipo 2
1760 30 agosto. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo.
1760 14 noviembre. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo. 
1760 15 noviembre. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo.
1760 30 noviembre. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo.
1764 21  julio. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA  en rojo.
1766 1 noviembre. Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo.
1767 Valladolid a México. CORO/DE/VALLA en rojo.

VERA CRUZ

1734 Vera Cruz. COREO/MAYOR/DE VERA/CRUZ en negro.
1739 8 or 9 agosto. COREO/MAYOR/DE VERA/CRUZ en negro.
1756 11 mayo. Vera Cruz a México. COREO/MAYOR/DE VERA/CRUZ en   

  negro. 
1758 Vera Cruz a México. COREO/MAYOR/DE VERA/CRUZ en negro. 
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ZACATECAS

 Tipo 1
1760 11 febrero. Zacatecas a México. SACATECAS en rojo. 
1760 18 marzo. Zacatecas a México. SACATECAS en rojo.
1760 17 april. Zacatecas a México. SACATECAS en rojo.
1760 15 deciembre. Zacatecas a México. SACATECAS en rojo. 

How to Identity a Correo Mayor Letter
It has been over 240 years since the last Correo Mayor letter was delivered. How can 

one be sure, after all of these years, whether or not a letter was in fact carried by this service? 
The study of postal history is, at best, a social science. This means we cannot always look 
at things only in black and white. Rather, interpretive shades of grey must often color our 
decision-making.

We have identified certain affirmative elements which could indicate that a letter was 
in fact carried by the Correo Mayor service:

1. Does a letter carry a postal marking clearly attributed to the Correo Mayor systems? 
While various markings attributed to the Correo Mayor of Peru have been exhibited 
in past years in several international exhibitions, most postal historians acknowledge 
as genuine only the marks used in Nueva España and Havana, Cuba.

2. Was the letter dated or docketed? This could determine if it was carried during the 
correct time period? This element has a number of ramifications. For example, 
several postal markings originally used by the Nueva España Correo Mayor service 
are also noted in use a few years after that service terminated.

3. Was the letter carried between cities where the Correo Mayor lieutenants were 
located?  Given the significant expense of hiring a private messenger, it is more 
than likely that such letters would be sent by the Correo Mayor service between 
places regularly served by it.

4. Was the letter sent by or addressed to a person or a governmental entity likely to 
have used the Correo Mayor service?

     There are also certain negative elements which would disqualify a letter from being 
carried by the Correo Mayor service:

1. Was the letter carried by an on-demand official service (“cordillera”) between 
smaller governmental entities? These can be identified by title and location of the 
addressee.
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2. Was the letter carried privately, by a private messenger (“propio”)? Some letters 
say just that. This can also be determined by the address. A letter addressed to Juan 
“a su casa” or at the “estancia de Robles” would, for example, be disqualified.

A preponderance of affirmative elements and a lack of negative elements should be 
needed to properly classify such a letter as being carried by the Correo Mayor service.
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The Correo Mayor in Cuba
by Yamil H. Kouri, Jr.

Cuba was the last of the major Spanish territories in the Americas to establish the Correo 
Mayor system, and also the last one to dissolve it. The first ordinary internal mail service 
in the island of Cuba, open to the public in general and not only to government agencies 
or other institutions, was not created until March 1, 1756 following more than two years 
of careful planning by government authorities whose intention was to emulate the Correo 
Mayor office that had been established in Guatemala over a century earlier.  

This first mail service called at the eight largest cities, covering a distance of 236 leagues 1 
along the length of the island, and was ostensibly created in order to determine the value of 
such an office with the intention of offering it to the highest bidder who would enjoy the title 
and privileges of Correo Mayor.  These cities were, from west to east: Havana, Matanzas, 
Santa Clara, Sancti Spiritus, Puerto Principe, Bayamo and Santiago de Cuba. The first mail 
service was financed by the Real Hacienda (Royal Treasury) and was operated by one of 
its Ministers. This government-run service employed lieutenants that traveled on horseback 
and were compensated by 8% of the income received from the correspondence they carried. 
Their horses were exchanged for fresh ones after traveling a few leagues at a series of 55 
haciendas: stables and cattle ranches located along the route. The horses’ owners were paid 
half of a real for each mile their animals covered. The schedule called for departures from 
Havana on the first of the month, arriving in Santiago on the 14th, and returning on the 16th. 
Government authorities and private individuals were forbidden to send correspondence 
without the use of the postal service.

After only about a one and a half year period of operation, the meager profits obtained 
from the mail service led the Real Hacienda to offer the position of Correo Mayor in a 
public auction. 

The Real Hacienda appraised the value of the Correo Mayor at a minimum of 9,400 
pesos 2 (8,000 pesos for the title plus 1,400 pesos for the ability to appoint a Lieutenant 
for the city of Havana.) and imposed 21 conditions before the bidding started. Some of the 
most pertinent ones, to a great extent based on those of the Correo Mayor of Guatemala, 
are listed below:

- Postage rates were predetermined.
- Lieutenants could be appointed for the major cities.
- Mail carriers could carry weapons (swords or machetes) and they could not be 

detained by local authorities except for serious crimes.
- A pre-set itinerary must be followed (fortnightly trips as previously established).
- Ship sailings from all the ports in the island must be advertised.

The auction took place on 26 November 1757, and the highest of the two bidders was 
the Havana resident Joseph Cipriano de la Luz with a winning offer of 18,000 pesos. There 
was some negotiation during the bidding process in which a number of other privileges were 
added to this office, including the title of Regidor of the city of Havana, a voting member 
of the city council. The new postmaster was given the title of Correo Mayor de la Havana 
e Isla de Cuba y Regidor perpetuo del Ayuntamiento de la Havana, a position that could be 
inherited and sold. The new Correo Mayor took possession of his post on December 9, 1757 
but the members of the city council protested the addition of another member to the council 
and appealed to the Council of Indias in Madrid. The Council of Indias ruled in favor of the 
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actions of the Cuban governor, approved by the king in September 1758, and allowed Joseph 
Cipriano de la Luz to enter this body, increasing the number of city counselors to 13. 

The postal rates for regular and registered correspondence during the period of operation 
of the Correo Mayor were those established in 1756.  They were as follows:

Half real for single letters (1/2 ounce), and one real per ounce:
- between Havana and Matanzas
- between Trinidad, Sancti Spiritus, Santa Clara, and Remedios
- between Bayamo, Holguin, Jiguani, and Santiago de Cuba

One real for single letter, and two reales per ounce:
- between any places other than the above 

Eight reales (one peso) for single letters, two pesos for double, and two additional 
pesos for every half pound over eight ounces:
- Registered mail within the island (prepaid and in addition to the regular postage)

Ordinary mail charges were paid by the addressee, except for registered letters and mail 
addressed abroad, which had to be sent prepaid. Postage charges for foreign mail or printed 
matter were not specified.

The internal mail service provided by the Correo Mayor continued to function even 
during the British occupation of Havana in 1762-63. 

Fig. 1:  Letter sent from 
Havana in 1760 to 
Lorenzo de Madariaga, 
Governor of Santiago 
de Cuba, with postmark 
of negative HAVAna in 
black - earliest known 
Cuban letter with a 
postal marking. Collec-
tion of the author.
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So far only one postmark has been identified used by the Correo Mayor in Havana on 
a letter from the Cuban capital addressed in 1760 to Lorenzo de Madariaga, Colonel of the 
Royal Army and Governor of Santiago de Cuba. This cover has a fair strike of the negative 
framed postmark “HAVAna” in black ink applied on the back flap, the earliest known Cuban 
letter with a postal marking. Surprisingly, this is also the only  cover to or from Cuba known 
during the years of operation of the Correo Mayor in the island.

In 1763 the Spanish “Junta for the reincorporation of the offices of the Correos Mayores 
to the Crown” decided to buy out all the Correo Mayor posts in the Americas, creating a 
centralized mail system linking the colonies with Spain, the institution of Correos Maritimos. 
The Correos Maritimos were created in August 1764 and started operating in October of 
that year. The new Postmaster of Havana, Jose Antonio de Armona took over this post on 
February 23, 1765, which consolidated internal and external mails under his administration. 
The organization of the internal mail service in the island of Cuba did not change immediately 
after the dissolution of the Correo Mayor system but its lieutenants were gradually replaced 
by post office employees. Jose Antonio de Armona made an inventory of the goods transferred 
to him by the Correo Mayor of Havana, which among many other things included only 
one bronze handstamp with the legend “HAVANA,” as well as ten other devices that read 
“ESPAÑA,” “YNDIAS” and “YSLAS.”  

However, the official Royal Decree abolishing Jose Cipriano de la Luz’s Correo Mayor 
post was not issued until December 10, 1769. In 1770 Joseph Cipriano de la Luz was 
reimbursed what he had paid in 1757 for his post. So after only a little over seven years of 
operation, the position of Correo Mayor of Cuba came to an end.
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Endnotes

1 A league was defined as the distance a man, or horse, could walk in an hour, and varied in actual 
length in different parts of Europe, but was usually around 3 miles. The Spanish League or legua 
was originally set as a fixed unit of distance of 5,000 varas ( 0.82 m each ), about 2.6 miles. The 
league is still used as a unit of measurement in parts of Latin America, but is not consistent in 
length.
2 The peso, which had been called a piece of eight in America, was known as a Spanish dollar in 
British North America. After Spanish laws of 1728 and 1730 adopted modern mining techniques, 
the peso became the Spanish milled dollar. In this period, the peso weighed 27.064 grams, and was 
0.9166 fine (24.809 g fine silver). 
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Poison Pen Letters
by Dale Speirs

Introduction and Definitions
Any communications system can be hacked, and the Papernet is no exception. Among 

the various problems are poison pen letters, sent by individuals to other individuals for 
the purpose of causing them distress or making them believe false things about another 
person. Such letters are sent anonymously, either by surreptitious hand delivery or the postal 
system. They are more rare on the Internet since e-mail is traceable, even through so-called 
anonymizer Web sites. It is not always the case that the perpetrator and victim know each 
other. Victims are often selected because their names appeared in the newspaper. The letter 
writers may be seeking revenge or they may have psychological problems.

The term “poison pen” appears to be relatively recent. The Oxford English Dictionary 
(Second Edition) has its earliest citation from a 1914 issue of the New York World newspaper. 
The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature does not cite it until a May 1912 story by A.B. 
Reeve titled “Poison Pen.” The term does not appear in Notes and Queries from 1856 to 
1923 volumes, not does it appear in the Poole’s Index to Periodical Literature volumes 
covering 1802 to 1906. The earliest use I have found is a 1911 newspaper headline in the 
New York Times.1

This is not to say that poison pen letters are anything new within the last century. Prior 
to the early 1900s such letters were often referred to as scurrilous, or subsumed with other 
types of letters such as blackmail. In modern terminology, poison pen letters are separated 
from blackmail letters by not wanting money or any other thing of value from the victim. 
They are distinct from hate mail because they are aimed at a specific individual, whereas 
hate mail attacks the recipient because he or she is a member of an identifiable group such 
as Jews or Negroes.

Legalities
Statistics and court cases involving poison pen letters are relatively rare, since few 

victims will press charges or even come forward to the police. If sent directly to the individual 
under attack and not seen by any others, poison pen letters do not constitute libel, although, 
depending on the text of the letters, the sender can be prosecuted for obscenity or for uttering 
threats.2 Stating the truth, such as the victim committing adultery or having a criminal record, 
is not prosecutable as such. Sending a letter anonymously is not a crime, per se, either.

Some of the laws used to prosecute point pen letter writers are unusual. In 1932, the 
Stratford Court in England dealt with a man who had lost a divorce case and who had begun 
to harass judges, court officials, police and lawyers with scurrilous letters. He was convicted 
under a little-known law of Edward III, promulgated in 1361, which was aimed at hose who 
“scandalized those entrusted with the administration of justice.”3 Punishments for sending 
poison pen letters vary considerably, and also depend on whether the case was prosecuted 
in criminal or in civil court, though usually it is the latter. Judges hand down penalties on a 
case-by-case basis, so the amounts of damages assessed will vary. Jail time is rare.

Apologies are often in order. A nice example is one from an 1885 English case where the 
accused, a Sunday School teacher, sent poison pen letters to members of a parish committee.4 
He was required to publish a letter of apology in the local newspapers, part of which read: 
“I do tender to each of you and to such members of your families as I have so grossly 
maligned and injured my most humble and abject apology, and crave your forgiveness for 
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having written such letters and for having annoyed you in other disgusting ways too filthy 
to mention. … I assure you that it will be a lesson to me as long as I live. I am, gentlemen, 
your most obedient and humble servant, John Smeaton.”

Victims and Perpetrators
In researching such cases, and without any scientific data to back it up, I have gathered 

the impression that the majority of poison pen letter writers are female. Any class of society 
can include victims of poison pen letters or the writers thereof. 

An 1872 case involved women who advertised for situations in the classified 
advertisements of the New York Times. They began to receive letters that the newspaper 
carefully described as “indelicate.” The police identified the poison pen writer by his 
handwriting: a married physician in high society.5 

A 1911 case in Easton, Pennsylvania, involved letters sent over a nine-year period to 
adulterers. The sender of the letters was finally identified through her handwriting and was 
revealed as a society leader and hostess. United States Postal Inspectors  had difficulty in 
getting people to testify due to the shame.6 

In Bayonne, New Jersey, in 1915, eight girls who belonged to the Bergen Point Literary 
and Social Club and attended its dances, began receiving as many as seventeen letters. After 
they confided in one another, they approached their fathers.7

The sender of poison pen letters will normally know the recipients or targets of attacks, 
but this need not be so. In a Pennsylvania case in 1915, culprits who had written a series of 
letters were traced to an insane asylum. They had culled the names of their victims from the 
society pages of newspapers. The letters were written mainly to women whose upcoming 
marriages were announced in engagement columns.8

Effects
The effects of poison pen letters can be invidious. Such letters can drive people to 

insanity or suicide and, at the very least, distract them from their daily lives. Much time 
and money can be wasted in investigating such letters – not only to find the sender, but to 
investigate third parties mentioned in the letters. Because the recipients rarely mention the 
letters to others, they are unaware that others had been targeted, and personal investigations 
are hampered by ignorance of the situation. Often poison pen letters will warn the recipient 
that if the letter is shown to anyone else, the sender will deny everything and/or retaliate if 
the letter becomes public knowledge.

Letters are often sent to people because of their positions. A 1998 survey showed that 
about half of American medical school deans had received poison pen letters attacking 
faculty members. About a quarter of the recipients discarded them and the rest had the 
letters investigated.9

A good example of the havoc that can be caused by poison pen letters occurred in 1915 
in Bloomfield, New Jersey, when several were sent to the congregation of a Methodist church. 
Each person receiving a poison pen letter apparently selected someone else as the writer 
and acted accordingly. Some people moved form the neighborhood or quit the congregation 
and the church was left in disarray.10

Suicides are not unknown among recipients of such letters, although one has to wonder 
if the victim was not already in a fragile state. In 1915 a Pennsylvania woman gassed herself 
and her six-year-old son after receiving a poison pen letter about her husband. Tragically, the 
husband later stated that if she had shown him the letter, he could easily have refuted it.11

One of the most spectacular cases of poison pen letters was the Tulle, France, affair 
which lasted four years, ending in 1922. Government officials in that town began receiving 
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a stream of poison pen letters which must have been very well written, as one recipient went 
insane and died in a fit. Not long after, a second prefecture official also went insane, and later 
still a citizen who had also been receiving letters suffered a mental breakdown. Eventually, 
Angèle Laval and her mother were charged. Both then tried to commit suicide by drowning 
the mother died but Angèle survived to be brought to trial and convicted. The case was well 
publicized internationally and triggered copycat cases. In a bizarre twist, while she was on 
trial, Miss Laval received numerous love letters from would-be suitors.12

In a 1996 case, a potential immigrant was denied entrance into Canada because an 
immigration officer had received a poison pen letter about him. An appeal court ruled the letter 
could not be used and ordered that the application be reviewed by an officer who had not seen 
the letter.13 This sort of case is fairly common – many immigration applications are stalled 
by poison pen letters written by enemies of the applicant claiming that he was a bigamist 
or, if he were applying as a single man, that he had a secret wife in the Old Country.

Divorces quite often turn ugly, and poison pen letters are a popular type of revenge. As 
one of numerous examples, a 2001 case in Winnipeg, Canada, involved a wife who, after 
separation, destroyed her husband’s business by writing poison pen letters to the company’s 
clients and suppliers. She then sued for spousal support but lost on the grounds that she was 
the one who had destroyed her husband’s livelihood.14

Poison pen letters have long been a standard feature of politics. In the Canadian province 
of Alberta, a candidate was forced to withdraw from a nomination race in 1997 because a 
social worker sent a poison pen letter to the constituency association and to others, revealing 
the candidate was behind in child support payments. When identified, the writer was fired for 
just cause because most of the letter’s text was a verbatim reprint of the victim’s case file.15

Police Procedures: Questioned Documents
Where police are involved in a poison pen case, the two methods they most often use 

are the questioned documents methodology (handwriting and paper analysis) and the Locard 
exchange principle (every criminal leaves a trace at the crime scene or object, and carries 
away a trace of the crime scene or object). It is seldom obvious from a postmark where 
a poison pen letter might have originated, particularly in large cities with street letterbox 
service. When a poison pen letter case is investigated, the traditional method used by police 
is to compare handwriting or typewriter samples. If the suspect did not disguise handwriting, 
then it is a straightforward matter to obtain a sample written prior to the incident. Handwritten 
letters are usually written in a disguised hand. But, disguised or not, the handwriting of an 
individual still shows characteristics that an expert can identify. If a suspect is asked for a 
handwriting sample, he or she will usually attempt disguising it in another way, so it is best 
to obtain a sample elsewhere.16 This is why it took so long to track down Angèle Laval in 
the Tulle case, because the handwriting expert had difficulty in getting a good sample of 
her handwriting.17

When there is no obvious suspect, then it is up to Policeman Plod to get samples the 
hard way. An example is a 1980 case in Hull, England, where police spent weeks checking 
handwriting samples of people living in the neighborhood.18

Typewriters have individual characteristics every bit as distinctive as fingerprints. Poison 
pen letter writers who send their missives typewritten can still be convicted if police can tie 
them to a particular typewriter. A 1913 New Jersey case was solved because the perpetrator 
used the same machine to compose poison pen letters as she did for a letter of complaint 
to her local postmaster about poor mail service. She was convicted on two counts and then 
pleaded for mercy on the grounds of poor health.19
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A 1912 case at the Pottsville, Pennsylvania, First Methodist Episcopal Church was 
broken after police traced typewriter samples to a widow in the congregation.20

Police Procedures: The Locard Exchange Principle
Other methods can be used to identify poison pen letter writers. In 1958, English police 

were able to arrest a Buckinghamshire woman for sending such letters because she had been 
in the habit of enclosing newspaper cutting. When suspicion narrowed down to her, they 
marked her daily newspaper with ultraviolet ink as a tagging agent.21

More recently, DNA sample testing has become all the rage. Toronto police nailed a 
perpetrator in 2002 because of matching DNA on the letters and envelopes. The match was 
to a doctor at the Toronto Hospital for Sick Children who had gotten into a dispute with 
three other researchers over a scientific study and then sent them letters – he was forced to 
resign his position and pay $35,000 in damages.22

In the Tulle case, an investigating magistrate unsuccessfully tried to use hypnotists 
and psychics to locate the perpetrator. This caused adverse public comment about such 
unprofessional methods. The French Minister of Justice enquired into the matter and removed 
the magistrate from office.23

Figs 1, 2, 3:  A poison pen letter, with envelope and 
backstamp, sent in 1999 to the editor by an inmate in a 
Louisiana correctional center. He was responding to an 
article in a 1997 issue in Forbes Magazine, found on the 
internet. 

Although the communications were not anonymous, 
they were offensive and clearly written by someone with 
psychological problems (a second letter revealed him to 
be in the Mental Health Unit). No reply was made to the 
letters, nor any follow-up with the correctional center. 
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Rural Free Delivery Steamboat Service
by George McGowan

An article in the program of the 11th annual Convention of the National Association of 
Letter Carriers, Detroit, Michigan, September 3rd through 8th 1900, revealed: 

A contract was entered into between the Post Office Department and the 
White Star line, for its steamers to carry the mail. This service was instituted 
May 16, 1898, to terminate on December 1st of the same year. It started as an 
experiment but before the first season was over, it was apparent it would outlive 
its experimental stage and prove to be a beneficial part of the marine postal 
service. A new contract was entered into in the spring of 1899 for the White Star 
Line steamers to carry the mail during the seasonal operation of the company’s 
steamers. In the beginning of the season one carrier was employed, then from 
June 1st to September 30th two were employed and again after this date, one was 
employed to the end of the season of navigation.

For the years of 1898 and 1899, there were 81,970 pieces of first class mail 
collected and delivered. Two of the early carriers employed were John H. Bond 
and Phillip A. Loersch.

This contract became known as the Detroit and Algonac Steamboat Rural Free Delivery 
Service. The purpose of the service was to furnish seasonal residents, hotels, clubs, resorts 
and tourists a means of receiving and sending mail.

The White Star Line (Lake Service) operated seven steamboats between Detroit and 
Port Huron during the navigational season and made several landings at a group of islands, 
known as the St. Clair Flats. The largest of these islands is Harsens Island, at the lower end 
of the St. Clair River near Algonac Mich., on the American side. A typical trip schedule 
was seven times a week from April 1st to June 15th and September 15th to November 1st, and 
fourteen times a week from June 16th to September 14th and down to six times a week from 
November to the close of  navigation each season. The service, beginning in the spring of 
1898, ended in the fall of 1913.

A word about the “navigation season,” which started and ended each year according 
to Mother Nature: the Great Lakes are and have always been an important means of 
transportation to both the U.S. and Canada. However, marine navigation was halted with 
the coming of winter and the appearance of ice, and began again with “ice out.”

Evidence of the RFD Contract
Guy Purington of Columbus, Ohio, noticed that the Michigan pages of the Postmaster 

General Report of June 30, 1905, list “steamboat mail service with postal clerks in operation.” 
He also has found “number of steamboats on line 1, dimension of mail apartment 10’6” x 
6’6”, number of crews 1, number of clerks appointed to line 1.”

“Table D Steamboat Service ...” which the Second Assistant Postmaster General each 
year through 1905 appended to the annual Report of the PMG to the President, first notes 
Detroit to Algonac in 1898, as route 37011, earning $500 per annum for running daily 
May 1 to 14 1898; twice daily May 15 to September 30; daily again through the end of 
November, not to take up again until a daily schedule in April 1899. The contractor was 
listed as: “Star-Cole, Red and White Star Line Steamers. Charles F. Bielman, Treasurer 
and Traffic Manager.” From 1899 through 1902, Table D gave the contract number as 
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37009; C.F. Bielman, the contractor: 36 miles and $500 still, for eight months of the year: 
4 months daily, 4 months twice daily.

Beginning in 1903, White Star Line only with A.A. Parker as president and C.F. 
Bielman as secretary is listed as contractor, and with another important change: the 1903 
Table D records contract 34017 with a payment of $375 but for  only two months service, 
May 1 to June 15 daily, June 16 to June 30 twice daily. The 1904 Table D fills out the 
eight months schedule of contract 37088: daily April 1 to June 15; twice daily June 16 to 
September 15; daily again September 16 to November 1; only 6 times a week November 
2 to November 30 - $1,500 for a 36.45 mile trip. Clearly, May 1, 1903 marks a significant 
transition in the steamboat service of the mails between Detroit and Algonac.

This date also marks a change in carriers. Phillip A. Loersch and John H. Bond, as 
noted by the Letter Carrier Association program, are recorded by the Official Registers of 
1901 and 1903 as operating two RFD routes out of Detroit for $600 plus $1 a day expenses, 
each. But, in 1905, though there are no RFD routes noted for Detroit, one for Algonac first 
appears: with Roy T. Gilbert as carrier earning $720 (in the 1907 & 1909 Official Register, 
$864; in the 1911 $960).

Evidence of Postal Markings
Guy Purington also located the following in a computer search of Algonac-Clay-

History. 
There was no government mail service on Harsens Island until the White 

Star Line started service about 1898 and terminated by the government in 1913. 
It was called RFD Steamboat Route via the St. Clair River between Detroit 
and Algonac. The mail was carried by The Arundel, The City of Toledo, The 
Greyhound, The Idlewild, The Owana, The Tashmoo and The Wauketa. The mail 
carrier occupied a stateroom with a placard over the door that said ‘US Mail.’ 
The mail carrier accepted and processed mail along the route. The mail was 
posted with a round stamp. In an arc at the top of the stamp was printed ‘Detroit 
& Algonac;’ in a reverse arc at the bottom was printed ‘Steamboat;’ in the center 
was printed ‘Rural Free Delivery,’ with ‘the posted date and hour’ and ‘service 
N or S.’ The N representing north, or upstream and the S representing south or 
downstream. The Tashmoo or one of the other passenger boats would handle 
the mail with stops at the Old Club, Merval, Rushmere, Star Island, Marshland, 
Riverside, Forster’s, Joe Bedore’s, Muir’s, Tashmoo Park, San Souci, Grande 
Pointe and Russell Island.

Harold Richaw, in his book, Encyclopedia of R.F.D. Cancels, lists only one of the 
round type 8M 35mm single circle, no killer N and S, and the rectangular type 4G single 
dotted line N and S. The rectangular postmark only appears on the back of covers, as for a 
transit back stamp on forwarded mail, and other ‘utility’ purposes.

Because we have seen only one hand cancel used for the 15 seasons, and because of 
the research noted herein, I am going ‘out on a limb’ and conclude that the RFD carrier 
(and occasional helper) took only one boat, usually The Tashmoo, the White Star Line’s 
‘star’ vessel.

An interesting aside: in 1955 Bramston Beach wrote a paper on this very subject, titled 
“River R.F.D.” He noted some covers had the letters J.H.B. rubber stamped in black ink.  
He guessed it was some kind of “control mark.” We now know that these were the initials 
of one of the first carriers, John H Bond.
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Fig. 2:  Address side of postcard in Fig. 1, sent August 1, 1909 to Chicago, with the type 8M 35mm 
handstamp of the Detroit & Algonac Steamboat Rural Free Delivery.

Fig. 1:  The Tashmoo,  305’ long, built in 1900 by the Detroit Ship Building Co. In 1936, she struck 
a rock near Sugar Island, sank at dock, Amhurstburg, Ontario, & was sold for scrap in 1937.

George McGowan is a stamp dealer in the New York Capital District, active in the Fort 
Orange Stamp Club, the Empire State Postal History Society and the Federation of New 
York Philatelic Societies. 
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American Postal History in Other Journals
by Douglas N. Clark

A large number of articles on U.S. postal history is being published each month. In order to present a 
useful survey of recent publications, it is necessary to adopt a rather narrow definition of postal history 
and to present what is more an index than a literary endeavor. Unlike an index, however, the present 
listing contains very little cross-referencing; so that a reader interested in trans-Atlantic mail should 
check each geographical location from which such mail might have originated. Editors not finding 
their publication reviewed here need only make sure the publication is available to the U.S. Associate 
Editor, at P.O. Box 427, Marstons Mills MA 02648-0427.

General Topics
Highway Post Offices

El Paso & LA Western Division RPO/HPO, part train, part bus, 1955-67, is the subject of “Highway 
Post Offices” by William Keller. Trans. Post. Coll. 59, No. 6 (September-October 2008).

Louisville & Harlan H.P.O. is the subject of “Highway Post Offices” by William Keller. This 
is the final installment of a series covering the Lou & Lynch and Richmond & Louisville 
HPOs in previous articles. Trans. Post. Coll. 59, No. 5 (July-August 2008).

Independent Mails
Livingston, Wells & Pomeroy correspondence 1844-5 is reproduced to explain the firm’s 

reaction to the 1845 postal reform and the breakup of the company. Diane DeBlois 
and Robert Dalton Harris,  “1845 cultural nexus in transportation & communication: 
express, railroad, telegraph & the post office,” Congress Book 2008.

Prince’s Letter Dispatch was located at 9 Milk Street, Boston from 1870-72. Discovery copy 
of the Prince adhesive stamp tied by an oval handstamp showing the Milk St. address is 
given in “Prince’s Letter Dispatch - The Final Chapter” by Gordon Stimmell. Chronicle 
60, No. 3 (August 2008).

Inland Waterways
“Louisville and Cincinnati Mail Line, Part 3” by James W. Milgram concludes the author’s 

examination of covers related to this waterways route. The earliest known marking 
(1837), several corner cards and the marking of a supplanting R.P.O. are shown. 
Chronicle 60, No. 3 (August 2008).

Markings
“’Target’ Cancellations” by Roger D. Curran deals with these killers on the 3c 1851-57 

issue. Lists of towns using the killers, due to Chase and Beane are discussed, with some 
examples shown. U.S.C.C. News 29, No. 3 (August 2008).

Military Mail
“Confederate Marine POW Cover From Previously Unknown New Orleans Prison” by Galen 

Harrison is the story of the author’s attempt to locate where the POWs were held. It 
turns out that the POW in question was shuffled among three locations in 1864. Confed.
Phil. 53, No. 4 (October-December 2008).

“General Lee Cover Emerges” by James L. D. Monroe contains an illustration of a newly 
discovered Robert E. Lee field cover. The author has previously published a census of 
Lee field-endorsed covers and the present one brings the total to 16. Confed. Phil. 53, 
No. 4 (October-December 2008).

“Mail to and from American Civilians Interned by the Japanese in the Philippines, 1941-
1945” by Richard W. Helbock illustrates a series of covers with descriptive captions. 
La Posta 39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).
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“Printed Matter to Asia Censored in Canada” by Howard Lee shows two 1941 wrappers 
franked for multiples of the 1.5 cents per two ounce rate. Both were returned to sender 
following the attack on Pearl Harbor. Prexie Era No. 42 (Summer 2008).

“The Joseph L. Parry Correspondence from the Salisbury, N.C., Military Prison” updates 
an article written in 1995 by author Lawrence Lohr. Newly reported covers from the 
correspondence are illustrated and additional literature about Parry and the prison are 
cited. Confed. Phil. 53, No. 4 (October-December 2008).

USS Saratoga postal markings follow a general discussion of building of aircraft carriers 
in “New Jersey-built: 13 Fast Aircraft Carriers that Served in the United States Navy 
between 1927 and 2009. Part 1: Introduction and USS Saratoga” by Captain Lawrence 
B. Brennan, USN (Ret.). NJPH 36, No. 3 (August 2008).

War Department free frank cover, sent to Cyprus during World War II (1947) and eventually 
returned to sender, is analyzed by author Alex Ioannides in “The Odyssey of a Letter.” 
C. C. Phil. 87, No. 6 (November-December 2008).

Ocean Mail
“1869 Covers to Norway” by Jeffrey M. Forster lists 13 covers from the U.S. to Norway 

(1869-71), each with a franking including adhesives of the 1869 issue. Rates are 
explained and five covers are illustrated, bearing 2c, 3c, 6c, 10c, 15c or 30c values. 
Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

New York to England sailing of Cunard “Cambria” on March 8, 1851 was “An unrecorded 
Cunard mail sailing,” according to author Richard F. Winter. Cambria had been chartered 
to carry the cargo of the disabled Collins Atlantic to New York and the Postmaster 
General authorized an extra mail voyage for her return to England. (This is the same 
sailing that carried the letter written up by Jack Hilbing in the August 2008 Ill. Post. 
Hist.) Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

“Paid All Markings: Postal Conventions with Pacific Rim Countries, 1867-1886” by Dale 
Forster illustrates a variety of such markings necessitated by the treaties with British 
Columbia, Vancouver Island, Hawaii, Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand and four 
Australian colonies. Chronicle 60, No. 3 (August 2008).

“Slavery on the Congo Coast: Postal History” by Patrick Maselis contains illustrations of 
three covers from the U.S. to anti-slavery patrols off the coast of Africa (1856-61). Most 
of the paper relates to the U.K. London Phil. 117, No. 1358 (September 2008).

Post Office History
Wilson S. Bissell, Postmaster General, 1893-1895, is the subject of “Postmasters General of the 

United States XXXVI” by Daniel Y. Meschter. La Posta 39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).
James A. Gary, Postmaster General, 1897-1898, is the subject of “Postmasters General 

of the United States XXXVIII” by Daniel Y. Meschter. La Posta 39, No. 4 (August-
September 2008).

William L. Wilson, Postmaster General, 1895-1897, is the subject of “Postmasters General 
of the United States XXXVII” by Daniel Y. Meschter. La Posta 39, No. 5 (October-
November 2008).

Postal Markings
Auxiliary markings on letters from a 2005-6 correspondence addressed to Puerto Rico are 

surveyed in “A Mail-In Contest: 70,000 Postal Stories” by Jorge Vega-Rivera. La Posta 
39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).

“Correct” marking without town name is discussed and a Zevely ad is reproduced in “A 
Few More Thoughts on ‘Correct’ Handstamps” by Chris Masters. Aux. Marks. V, No. 
4 (October 2008).
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“Mail in Dispute” marking (1913) is illustrated and authors David L. Straight, Leonard 
Pieszkiewicz and Tony Wawrukiewicz offer a (tentative) explanation. Aux. Marks. V, 
No. 4 (October 2008).

“Not Directed” auxiliary marking is illustrated on an 1873 issue postal card, postmarked 
Cleveland, Ohio, and the meaning of the marking is discussed, in this article by Roger 
Rhoads. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 121 (September 2008).

“Return to Sender Mail from Southern Connecticut, Part 2” by Tony Wawrukiewicz adds 
several types to a previous listing, which focused on machine markings. This article 
adds handstamps, labels and spray markings. The entries are not limited to Connecticut. 
Aux. Marks. V, No. 4 (October 2008).

Rates
1 1/2 cent printed matter rate of April 15, 1925, when no half-cent adhesives existed, led 

to various impromptu revaluations and uses of bisects, several of which are illustrated 
in “Allentown, PA Use of Postage Due Stamps as Regular Postage? Or What Do You 
Do When You Can’t Make Change?” by Joe Pryluck. The author states that he has not 
been able to locate the reported postage due use from Allentown. Pa. Post. Hist. 36 
No. 3 (August 2008).

Postage due covers are illustrated, 1866-1972, beginning with letters with the deficiency 
paid on delivery and continuing with examples of “Penalty Fee in Addition to Postage 
Due.” Author is Richard D. Martorelli. La Posta 39, No. 4 (August-September 2008).

Postal inspection and its relation to classes of postage and related rates are the subjects of 
“The Fourth Amendment & Postal History” by Richard D. Martorelli, 1876-1963. Post. 
Hist. J. No. 141 (October 2008).

Routes
First single-contract mail route to California (1857) was the San Antonio to San Diego or 

“Jackass Mail” route. In “Deconstructing the Jackass Mail Route,” authors Richard 
Frajola and Floyd Risvold give history and geography and illustrate five covers. 
Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

Stamps on Cover
Airmail cover of 1939, franked with 14c 1938 Presidential series adhesive, is illustrated 

and analyzed. Jim Felton, ‘Airmail/Surface 14-cent Prexie Solo Franking,” Prexie Era 
No. 42 (Summer 2008).

Post cards and postal cards franked with the 1938 Presidential series adhesives are illustrated 
and explained in “Unusual Prexie Postcard Usages” by Bob Hohertz. Special delivery, 
registered, certified cards and cards mailed abroad are shown. Prexie Era No. 42 
(Summer 2008).

“U.S. Personalized Postage 2004-2008” by Joann Lenz contains illustrations of personalized 
adhesives of five different companies. Post. Hist. J. No. 141 (October 2008).

Win the War adhesive of 1942 is shown on several covers to American soldiers held as 
prisoners of war in Japan and Java. “Mail to Japanese-held POWs bearing U.S. Stamps 
with ‘Patriotic Themes’” by Kurt Stauffer, Prexie Era No. 42 (Summer 2008).

Usages
“Anthrax Letters Update” by Jean Walton sums up the conclusion of the matter of the letters 

infected with anthrax, sent in late 2001, from New Jersey and Maryland to Washington, 
D.C. One of the covers is illustrated. NJPH 36, No. 3 (August 2008).

Deficiency in address handling of an 1826 cover from San Diego, CA to Dolgeville, N.Y. 
is detailed in “An Apparently ‘Ordinary’ Cover That Isn’t” by Raymond Charon and 
Tony Wawrukiewicz. Aux. Marks. V, No. 4 (October 2008).
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Diplomatic mail (personal) transported in diplomatic pouches, 1917-65, is illustrated and 
discussed in “United States Diplomatic Mail, Part Three” by Michael Dattolico. La 
Posta 39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).

Matter for the blind sent free is the subject of “Modern U.S. Mail” by Tony Wawrukiewicz. After 
January 7, 1968, all third class matter addressed to blind or handicapped persons could be 
sent free. Before that, restrictions applied. Linn’s 81, No. 4163 (August 11, 2008).

Official postal stationery, 1983-present, is illustrated and various reasons for its use, as 
well as certified and registered uses explained in “25 years of modern Official postal 
stationery” by Ken Lawrence. Scott Monthly 26, No. 9 (September 2008).

“Postal Scams Part I: Mailing a Stamped First-Class Letter for Six Cents (When the Rate 
Was Twenty-five Cents)” by Randy Stehle illustrates two such letters and explains how 
they got through in 1989-91. Addressee was asked to send money for an explanation. 
La Posta 39, No. 5 (October-November 2008).

“Special Delivery Markings... When specific is better-not all regulations are meant to be followed 
exactly” by Robert L. Markovits contains a listing of FEE CLAIMED AT: with a specific 
city, and related markings. No dates are given. Aux. Marks. V, No. 4 (October 2008).

Supplementary mail postcard mailed at San Pedro, CA and marked “Late Fee” is illustrated 
and explained in “Late Fee Letter From Los Angeles Franked with a Solo 6-cent Prexie” 
by Dickson Preston. Prexie Era No. 42 (Summer 2008).

“U.S. propaganda covers” from 1775-1864 provides a survey, including patriotic subjects, 
commercial advertising, campaign partisanship, civic pride and other themes. Author 
is David L. Jarrett. Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

Worlds Fair of 1853-4 and its postal history is the subject of “Philatelic items recall Crystal Palace 
and America’s first world’s fair” by Ken Lawrence. A number of covers contemporaneous 
to the fair are illustrated and discussed. Scott Monthly 26, No. 10 (October 2008).

Geographical Locations
Alaska

Cordova double oval postmark, dated April 20, 1908 is a new type, as illustrated in “A 
Cordova, Alaska Oval Postmark Discovery.” No author is specified. La Posta 39, No. 
5 (October-November 2008).

Colorado
“Colorado Postal Encyclopedia - Jefferson County” by William H. Bauer contains historical 

sketches, postmasters’ dates and tracings of markings (1860-present). A similar article 
concerns Montrose County (1878-present). Colo. Post. Hist. 24 No. 1 (August 2008).

“Colorado Postal Encyclopedia - Weld County” by William H. Bauer contains historical 
sketches, postmasters’ dates and tracings of markings (1862-present). A similar article 
concerns Pitkin County (1880-present). Colo. Post. Hist. 24 No. 2 (October 2008).

District of Columbia
Washington City duplex postmarks of a certain type are illustrated in “More on the 

Washington experimental postmarks of December 1862” by Richard B. Graham. Some 
new dates and additional thoughts are added to an earlier study by the author. Chronicle 
60, No. 4 (November 2008).

Florida
Official covers used in Florida were surveyed in a recent article. In “Florida Department 

of Interior Official Cover” Niles Schuh illustrates a Gainesville to Ft.Ogden use (not 
year dated). Deane R. Briggs adds illustrations of four more Florida official covers. 
Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).
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“Steamer Florida cover” by Deane R. Briggs illustrates a cover with two 3c 1852 adhesives and 
manuscript endorsement of the steamer. The author hypothesizes about the identity of the 
steamer and shows a drawing of a probable choice. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

“Armstrong, Florida Doanes” by Michael Wiedemann shows an illustration of such a marking 
with numeral 4 in the bars. A Doane marking from Armstrong, with 2 in the bars is also 
known to be used in the same year (1909). Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

“Campbellton, Florida-A New Confederate Stampless Listing” by Deane R. Briggs presents 
an illustration of an envelope with 32mm circular date stamp of the town, together 
with manuscript Paid 10. The cover bears no year date. Confed. Phil. 53, No. 3 (July-
September 2008).

Columbia & Jacksonville R.P.O. postmark is illustrated. Author Deane R. Briggs introduces it 
as “A new Florida RPO Listing;” the arrangement of the removable type in the marking 
differs from the listed copy. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

“Eldora: a ghost town among the palms in Volusia County” by Everett L. Parker contains 
a town history, photographs of two houses, a postmaster list and a cover illustration. 
The post office operated 1882-99. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 3 (October 2008).

“Fort No. 4 Florida” is the final destination of an 1841 stampless letter originating in Sweden, 
entering the U.S. at New York, without ship fee and forwarded twice before reaching its 
destination. Author is Deane R. Briggs Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

Harmony Grove Rur. Sta. 1927 cover, with magenta station postmark and auxiliary 
“Fraudulent...” handstamp is the subject of “Fraudulent handstamped mail” by Deane 
R. Briggs. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

Pensacola letter of 1779, arriving in England as a private ship letter is identified as one 
of the earliest postal letters from the city. Deane R. Briggs, “1779 Pensacola letter to 
London,” Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 3 (October 2008).

“Port Tampa and Port Tampa City” post offices (established 1890 and 1892) are the subject 
of an article by Deane R. Briggs. Rail and steamboat service to the post offices are 
featured with illustrations of 14 covers. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 3 (October 2008).

Sandy Ford covers (of 1872 and 1867) postmarked with a “Bemis & Dutton” company 
handstamp are the subject of “Bemis &  Dutton Postmark” by Deane R. Briggs. 
Sandy Ford postmaster was Louise Bemis, who probably borrowed a relative’s business 
handstamp. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

“St. Nicholas Forwarded Cover” was sent from Providence, R.I. to St. Nicholas, forwarded 
to St. Augustine and then to Palatka in 1881. Author is Edward R. Joyce. Fla. Post. 
Hist. J. 15, No. 3 (October 2008).

“Stephensville, Florida Fancy Postmark” is a duplex with maltese “cross pattee” killer (1880). 
Author Deane R. Briggs gives post office dates. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 2 (July 2008).

“Yalaha straight-line cancel” by Deane R. Briggs deals with a small marking on an imperforate 
pair of 1c Franklin adhesives, 1932. Fla. Post. Hist. J. 15, No. 3 (October 2008).

Illinois
Chicago street car R.P.O. lines (Cottage Grove Avenue and Millard Avenue routes) are the 

subject of “News from the Cities” by David A. Gentry. A congressional free franked 
cover and an illustrated hotel cover, both dated 1902, are illustrated. Trans. Post. Coll. 
59, No. 5 (July-August 2008).

Upper Alton cover, sent to Switzerland in February 1851, is analyzed, with detailed 
information on early treaty mail and the rates and markings on the cover by author Jack 
Hilbing in “An Upper Alton Transatlantic Cover.” (The cover was carried on the same 
unscheduled sailing of the “Cambria” that is the subject of Richard Winter’s article in 
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the November 2008 Chronicle.) Ill. Post. Hist. 29 No. 3 (August 2008).
Iowa

“Iowa Post Offices Without a Postmaster” by Steve Bahnsen repeats the list, from the July-
August 2008 issue of the Hawkeye Postmaster. Ia. Post. Hist. Soc. Bull. No. 246 (July, 
August, September, 2008).

“Elon, Allamakee County, Iowa” by Leo V. Ryan contains an outline of the town’s history, 
a list of postmasters, 1850-1907, with compensations and receipts, and illustrations of 
a few covers. Ia. Post. Hist. Soc. Bull. No. 246 (July, August, September, 2008).

Kentucky
“Kentucky Military Institute: A Postal History” by Louis Cohen and James W. 

Milgram illustrates the postal markings used (1848-61) and two covers from the Institute 
postmarked Farmdale in the 1880s. Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

Laurel County towns, with historical and post office information and illustrations of 
postmarks, are the subject of “The Post Offices of Laurel County, Kentucky” by Robert 
Rennick. La Posta 39, No. 5 (October-November 2008).

Maine
Hanover, MS postmarked letters of 1809 and 1810 are illustrated, one rated 12 1/2, the other 

free to a postmaster. Author Rick Stambaugh asserts that they indicate that “Broke Dad 
Attempts Fraud per Postal Forensic Unit [YCSC stamp club].” The reviewer does not 
understand the author’s analysis. Maine Phil. 40, No. 4 (Spring 2008).

Maryland
Baltimore origin and Sandy Spring, Md. forwarding are shown on a “Quaker dated and 

forwarded cover with 5c 1847 stamp” in an article by Gordon Eubanks. Chronicle 60, 
No. 4 (November 2008).

Massachusetts
Boston oval killers with vertical bars surrounding numbers are the subject of “More on 

Boston Ellipses” by Roger D. Curran. Dates and (Boston) origin are confirmed for a 
few examples not previously dated or attributed to Boston, 1882-83. U.S.C.C. News 
29, No. 3 (August 2008).

Michigan
Fort Custer post office is introduced historically, with many post card views and five post 

marks shown, 1917-43. Paul Petosky, “History of the Fort Custer, Michigan Post Office,” 
La Posta 39, No. 4 (August-September 2008).

“Michigan Carrier Marks: 1873 to 1897” by Eric A. Glohr continues a list begun in an 
earlier issue. Jackson, Kalamazoo, Owosso, Port Huron and East Saginaw markings 
are illustrated and discussed. Peninsular Phil. 50, No. 2 (Fall 2008).

“Shepardsville, Clinton County, Michigan” by David M. Ellis illustrates postmarks with 
the spellings Shepardsville, Shephardsville and Shepherdsville, 1860s-1903. Peninsular 
Phil. 50, No. 2 (Fall 2008).

“Springport, Michigan: Non-Standard” by Cary E. Johnson supplies an illustration of an 
“exaggerated oval” postmark of 1842. Peninsular Phil. 50, No. 2 (Fall 2008).

Mississippi
Columbus sunburst date stamp is illustrated on two covers and the numerology of its rays and 

the letters of the town name are speculated upon. “A Rare and Significant Postal Marking 
of Columbus, Mississippi, 1826” by Jim Doolin. La Posta 39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).

Nebraska
Nebraska and Wyoming are the subject of “Securing Manifest Destiny: Forts of the West, 1840-1890 

Part 2 The Oregon Trail” by Richard W. Helbock. La Posta 39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).
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New Jersey
“Hunterdon County Postal History: Part 5: DPOs by Township” by Jim Walker contains 

reproductions of maps, discussions of postal operations and sample cover illustrations, 
NJPH 36, No. 3 (August 2008).

“Lambertville, N.J.: 20th Century Cancelling Devices” by Jim Walker identifies the 
strikes of five handstampers and four machines and shows each on cover or piece. No 
information is given about the “cancelling devices.” NJPH 36, No. 3 (August 2008).

New York
“New York City’s Early Numbered Postal Sub-stations” are listed and located on a map and 

some are shown in postmarks on covers. Numbering began in 1890, the earliest in any 
city. Author is Dennis H. Pack La Posta 39, No. 4 (August-September 2008).

New York Foreign Mail (NYFM) discovery on two 1872 covers is illustrated and discussed 
in “A New NYFM Discovery on National Issue” by John Valenti. U.S.C.C. News 29, 
No. 3 (August 2008).

Ohio
Universal machine markings, especially from Ohio, are discussed in “A Universal Search 

For Ohio” by A. J. Savakis. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 120 (June 2008).
Chagrin River and Salem quaker dated postmarks of 1823 and 1827, respectively, are 

illustrated as “Quaker Update” by Matthew Liebson. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 121 
(September 2008).

Cleveland and Columbus markings are illustrated in “Ohio Handstamps to 1820, Part IV: Cleveland 
and Columbus” by Matthew Liebson. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 121 (September 2008).

Collinwood is discussed and a cover from the 1870s is illustrated in an article by Len Kemper. In 
the postmark, the town name is spelled “Collin.wood” leading the author to wonder “Was 
‘Collinwood’ ever [officially] ‘Collin.wood’.” Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 119 (March 2008).

Dayton, Franklin, Gallipolis, Hillsborough, Lancaster, Lebanon, Little Beaver Bridge, 
Marietta, Newark and Norton markings are illustrated in “Ohio Handstamps to 1820, Part 
II Dayton to Norton” by Matthew Liebson. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 119 (March 2008).

“Earlville, Ohio” by Roger Rhoads contains an illustration of a cover with the town’s 
Cleveland & Pittsburgh R.R. station agent ticket dater postmark (1875). The author 
states that the postmaster, “apparently the station master,” was also a farmer. Oh. Post. 
Hist. J., No. 120 (June 2008).

Guernsey County was partially populated with families from the Channel Islands, leading 
to the title “So That’s Why They Call It Guernsey County!” by Matthew Liebson. The 
article is illustrated with several stampless covers from the County to the island (1811-
18). Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 121 (September 2008).

“Handstamp Postmaster Free Franks in the Stampless Era” by Matthew Liebson repeats 
and discusses the catalogue listed examples and illustrates a newly discovered example 
(Norwalk, O., 1833). Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 119 (March 2008).

“Herring, Ohio” by Bernie Moening contains illustrations of two covers, 1903-5, not listed 
in a 1984 article on Allen County in the same journal. A 1908 cover, addressed to 
Herring, with Lafayette receipt mark, after a name change, is also shown. Oh. Post. 
Hist. J., No. 120 (June 2008).

Point Harmar, St. Clairsville, Somerset, Steubenville, Urbana, Warren, Worthington, Xenia 
and Zanesville are illustrated in “Ohio Handstamps to 1820, Part III Point Harmar to 
Zanesville” by Matthew Liebson. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 120 (June 2008).

Rural Free Delivery markings dated 1911, from Saint John’s and Richmond Dale, are the 
subject of “A Pair of Non-Standard RFD Markings” by Mark Reasoner. Oh. Post. Hist. 
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J., No. 120 (June 2008).
St. Clairsville markings are illustrated on 12 stampless covers, 1803-48 in “Colorful Markings 

of St. Clairsville, Ohio” by Millard Mack. A variety of colors and datestamp designs 
are shown. Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

Way covers of Ohio, previously the subject of a census by author Matthew Liebson, are 
revisited in “Ohio Way Cover Update.” Ten covers are added to the census and seven 
are illustrated, 1814-50. Oh. Post. Hist. J., No. 121 (September 2008).

Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Indian Territory Forts are the subject of “Securing Manifest Destiny: Forts 

of the West, 1840-1890 Part 1 The Trail of Tears” by Richard W. Helbock. La Posta 
39, No. 3 (June-July 2008).

Pennsylvania
Adams, Allegheny and Armstrong Counties are the subject of “2nd Update on Pennsylvania 

Manuscript Markings, Part I” by Tom Mazza, 1789-1869. Pa. Post. Hist. 36 No. 3 
(August 2008).

“Harrisburgh, PA ‘Legislative’ Precancels” are the subject of an article by Roger D. Curran. 
Several previous papers are reviewed and some new entries are illustrated, 1861-65. 
U.S.C.C. News 29, No. 3 (August 2008).

“Philadelphia Freight Money Covers Carried by the Pioneer Transatlantic Steamships British 
Queen and Sarah Sands” by Philip G. Russell analyzes five such covers as to rates and 
the ships involved, 1839-47. Pa. Post. Hist. 36 No. 3 (August 2008).

Philadephia’s substations, organized in 1861 and given letters, eventually including the entire 
alphabet except J and Q, are treated historically, geographically and with postmarks 
shown, in “Philadelphia’s Postal Stations, Parts 1 and 2” by Tom Clarke. La Posta 39, 
Part 1: No. 4 (August-September 2008), Part 2: No. 5 (October-November 2008).

Pottsville cover with 30c postage made up of copies of the 3c 1861 adhesive is the subject 
of “The 3c rose 1861, strip of nine on cover from Pottsville, Schuylkill County, 
Pennsylvania, 1868” by Edwin J. Andrews. Chronicle 60, No. 4 (November 2008).

South Dakota
Brookings County post offices are enumerated, listing postmasters, their dates and 

compensations, with illustrations of many covers, 1873-present. Gary Anderson and Ken 
Stach, “A Study of Brookings County, South Dakota.” Dak. Coll. 25 No. 3 (July 2008).

Tennessee
Chattanooga’s Union occupation post office (1863-4) is the subject of “The Reopening of 

the Civil War Post Office in Chattanooga” by Richard B. Graham. A cover is illustrated 
and contemporary description of operations at the office are reproduced. Chronicle 60, 
No. 3 (August 2008).

“Tennessee in Transit and Mobile Postal Markings” is the beginning of a listing of markings 
involving transport (steamboat, train, airmail field, etc.), compiled from many sources 
by L. Steve Edmondson. This part contains A & M S S through Bristol V & T. Tenn. 
Posts 12, No.2 (August 2008).

Texas
Texas Republic rates and routes are referenced, with author Norma Watz quoting the philatelic 

literature. Then three covers, directed to the Republic are illustrated and explained. “Key 
sources for Republic mail research,” Tex. Post. Hist. Soc. J. 33 No. 3 (August 2008).

Utah
Dividend, Mammoth, Silver City, Knightville and Eureka are some of “The Post Offices of 

Utah’s Tintic Mining District” studied by author Dennis H. Pack. Much of the article 
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is mining history, but covers and postmarks are illustrated, 1879-present. La Posta 39, 
No. 5 (October-November 2008).

Virginia
“Richmond, Virginia, Coal Merchants Samuel Pierce, Samuel Horace, & Horace Sterling 

Hawes” by Robert G. Metcalf begins with an 1863 Confederate cover with Hawes’ 
corner card and uses other covers to trace the coal business of these individuals up to 
1931. Amer. Phil. 122, No. 11 (November 2008).

Wyoming
Nebraska and Wyoming are the subject of “Securing Manifest Destiny: Forts of the West, 

1840-1890 Part 2 The Oregon Trail” by Richard W. Helbock. This is a continuation 
of the second part. La Posta 39, No. 4 (August-September 2008).

Journal Abbreviations
Amer. Phil. = The American Philatelist, Barb Boal, 100 Match Factory Place, Bellefonte PA 16823.
Aux Marks. = Auxiliary Markings, Anthony Wawrukiewicz, 3130 SW Wibard St., Portland OR 97219.
C. C. Phil. = Collectors Club Philatelist, Robert P. Odenweller, RDP, Box 401, Bernardsville NJ 07924.
Chronicle = Chronicle of the U.S. Classic Postal Issues, Michael Laurence, Box 161, Sydney OH 45365.
Colo. Post. Hist. = Colorado Postal Historian, William H. Bauer, Box 519, Unadilla NY 13849.
Confed. Phil. = Confederate Philatelist, Randy L. Neil, Box 6552, Leawood KS 66206.
Congress Book = The Congress Book, Kenneth Trettin, Box 56, Rockford IA 50468.
Dak. Coll. = Dakota Collector, Dakota Postal History Society, Box 600039, St. Paul MN 55106.
Fla. Post. Hist. J. = Florida Postal History Journal, Deane R. Briggs, 160 E. Lake Howard Dr., Winter 

Haven FL 33881.
Ia. Post. Hist. Soc. Bull. = Iowa Postal History Society Bulletin, William Dall, Box 1375, Dubuque IA 

52004.
Ill. Post. Hist. = Illinois Postal Historian, Leonard Piszkiewicz, 951 Rose Court, Santa Clara CA 95051.
La Posta = La Posta: A Journal of American Postal History, Richard W. Helbock, 33470 Chinook Plaza, 

Suite 216, Scappoose OR 97056.
London Phil. = The London Philatelist, Frank Walton, 8 Grasmere Road, Dronfield Woodhouse, Dronfield 

S18 8PS U.K.
Maine Phil. = Maine Philatelist, Max Lynds, Box 761, Houlton ME 04730-0761.
NJPH = NJPH The Journal of New Jersey Postal History Society, Robert G. Rose, Box 1945, Morristown 

NJ 07062.
Oh. Post. Hist. J. = Ohio Postal History Journal, Michael Dattolico, Box 248040, Columbus OH 43224.
Pa. Post. Hist. = Pennsylvania Postal Historian, Norman Shachat, 382 Tall Meadow Lane, Yardley PA 

19067. 
Peninsular Phil. = The Peninsular Philatelist, Charles A. Wood, 244 Breckenridge West,  Ferndale MI 

48220.
Penny Post = The Penny Post, Larry Lyons, 7 Brightfield Lane, Westport CT 06880.
Post. Hist. J. = Postal History Journal, Diane DeBlois and Robert Dalton Harris, Box 477, West Sand Lake 

NY 12196.
Prexie Era = The Prexie Era, Louis Fiset, 7554 Brooklyn Avenue NE, Seattle WA 98115.
Scott Monthly = Scott Stamp Monthly, Donna Hauseman, Box 828, Sidney OH 45365-0828.
Show Me = Show Me Gazette, David Straight, Box 32858, St. Louis MO 63132.
Tenn. Posts = Tennessee Posts, L. Steve Edmondson, Box 871, Shelton WA 98594.
Tex. Post. Hist. Soc. J. = Texas Postal History Society Journal, Tom Koch, 1013 Springbrook Dr., De Soto 

TX 75115.
Trans. Post. Coll. = Transit Postmark Collector, Douglas N. Clark, Box 427, Marstons
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U.S.C.C. News = U.S. Cancellation Club News 28, No. 8 (November 2007), Roger D. Curran, 20 University 
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Foreign Postal History in Other Journals
by Joseph J. Geraci

Frequently, general or specialized philatelic periodicals publish good foreign postal history articles. 
If one is not a member of that society or does not subscribe to that journal for one reason or another, 
that particularly useful article may be missed. The purpose of this compendium is to list and briefly 
describe as many significant foreign postal history articles as we have seen.  No doubt there will be 
other good articles which we have missed that are equally as valuable in postal history content, and we 
would be obliged if our readers would call them to our attention for inclusion in the next compendium. 
Thank you for your assistance!

General - Fakes and Forgeries
“Holy Land and Israel Fakes and Forgeries, Examples from 1860-1948,” by Yacov Tsacher, 

illustrates forged postmarks of Austrian offices at Jaffa and Gerusalemme, forged French 
numerals for Jaffa, and forged Turkish cancels for Acre. (The Israel Philatelist, Vol. 49, 
No. 3, June 2008. Journal of the Society of Israel Philatelists, Inc., Secretary Howard 
S. Chapman, 28650 Settlers Lane, Pepper Pike OH 44124.)

General - Paper Conservation
“Preservation and Care of a Philatelic Collection,” by Joseph Schirò, reviews the phases of 

conservation, how paper is made, how watermarks are placed in the paper, what is sizing 
and how is it applied, discusses deterioration and the do’s and don’ts of conservation. 
(MPS Journal, Vol. 37/2, August 2008. Journal of the Malta Philatelic Society, Secretary 
John A. Cardona, 56, Triq Santa Marija, Tar Xien TXN 1703, Malta.)

Australian States
“Australia - U.K. Mails - The Accountancy Period,” by Colin Tabeart, looks at the period 

October 1, 1854 to December 1856, during which the 6d packet rate was split into 
three parts, 4d. sea postage, 1d. colonial inland rate and 1d. British inland rate. (Postal 
History, No. 323, September 2007. The Postal History Society, Secretary Hans Smith, 
99 North End Road, London, NW11 7TA, England, United Kingdom.)

“The Australian Contingents in the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902,” by Alfred F. Kugel, 
illustrates some rare correspondence to or from Australian volunteers, fighting on the 
British side. (The Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. 86, No. 6, November-December 2007.  
The Collectors Club, 22 East 35th Street, New York NY 10016-3806.)

Azores
“’Agency’ Post and ‘Buoy’s’ Post from the Azores,” by John Dahl, relates the postal history 

of a service by the North German Lloyd Steamship Company to accept mail from 
passengers on vessels off the island of Velas, which would then be taken ashore and 
forwarded  to destinations around the world. A system of picking up mail from a floating 
buoy is also described, early 1900’s -1938. (Postal History, No. 325, March 2008. See 
address of contact under first entry for Australian States.)

Belgian Congo
“Congo,” by Benito Carobene, outlines the history and postal history of this former Belgian 

colony, 1886-1962. (The Postal Gazette, Year III, No. 5, September 2008. The Postal 
Gazette, Strada Cantonale, 6818 Melano, Switzerland.)

Canada
“Silver in Cobalt, Ontario, and Early Postal History,” by Donald J. Ecobichon, locates the 

silver mining town of Cobalt on the map and provides a table of silver productivity 
as well as the postal history of the town, 1904-1981. (PHSC Journal, No. 134, June 
2008. Postal History Society of Canada, Back Issues Secretary, Stéphane Cloutier, 255 
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Shakespeare Street, Ottawa, ON KL1 5M7, Canada.)
“Tides of Change for Wyatt Bay Post Office,” by Peter B. Smith, researches the small 

post offices of the Okisollo Channel between Quadra Island and Sonora Island in the 
Discovery Islands, east of Vancouver Island, 1912-1958. (PHSC Journal, No. 134, June 
2008. See address of contact under first entry for Canada.)

Chile
“Nuevos datos sobre historia postal de Chile colonial: Tarifas Postales (1784-1818 (y 3a 

Parte: Correo intercolonial),” by José Manuel López Bernal, provides tables showing 
the postal rates to other points in Spanish America from Santiago de Chile in 1784, and 
from Santiago de Chile, Concepción and Copiapo’ in 1797. (Atalaya Filatélica, No. 
121, July 2008. (Atalaya Filatélica, No. 117, July 2007. Sociedad Filatélica Sevillana, 
Arfe, 15 - 1o D, Apartado 44, 41080 Sevilla, Spain.)

Colombia
“AR Service in Colombia and Panama to 1903,” by Jim Cross, is concerned with early return 

receipt forms attached to outgoing mail, beginning in 1881. (Copacarta, Vol. 25, No. 1, 
September 2005. Journal of the Colombia/ Panama Philatelic Study Group, Secretary 
Thomas P. Myers, 7411 Old Post Road #1, Lincoln NE 68506.)

“Airmail from Colombia during World War II,” by Thomas P. Meyers, reviews routes, censor 
markings and censor tapes found on Colombian foreign mail, 1939-1943. (Copacarta, 
Vol. 25, No. 1, September 2005. See address of contact under first entry for Colombia.)

Cuba
“The French Steamship Line E in the Caribbean,” by Fernando Iglesias and Yamil Kouri, 

Jr., looks at Cuban mail postmarked aboard these vessels, 1886-1888. (The Cuban 
Philatelist, Vol. 19, First Third 2008. Journal of the Cuban Philatelic Society of America, 
Editor Yamil H. Kouri, Jr., 405 Waltham Street, Suite 347, Lexington MA 02421.)

“Mail of the Spanish Navy in Cuba During the War of Independence (1895-1898),” by 
Urbano Perez-Zaradona and Yamil H. Kouri, Jr., studies the types of postmarks utilized 
on mail from Spanish naval forces stationed in Cuban waters, and correlates the type 
of vessel where they were applied. (The Cuban Philatelist, Vol. 18, Last Third 2007. 
See address of contact under first entry for Cuba.)

Dahomey
“Dahomey Internal Communications at the Turn of the 19th and 20th Centuries,” by Bill 

Mitchell, discusses post and telegraph offices established in Dahomey, the services 
between them, time taken in travel and provides a map showing the foot post route. 
(The Journal of the France & Colonies Philatelic Society, No. 248, June 2008. Secretary 
P.R.A. Kelly, Malmsy House, Church Road, Leigh Woods, Bristol, BS8 3PG, England, 
United Kingdom.)

Denmark
“Danish Pre-UPU Letters to Foreign Destinations Paid in Ore Currency,” by Henrik 

Mouritsen, provides a survey of those covers known franked with ore denomination 
stamps, between 1 January 1875, when rigsdaler and skilling currency were changed 
to kroner and ore, and 1 July 1875, when UPU foreign rates were introduced.  Some 
lovely covers are illustrated (in color), and explained. (The Collectors Club Philatelist, 
Vol. 86, No. 6, November-December 2007. See address of contact under second entry 
for Australian States.)

Ethiopia
“La Guerra d’Etiopia,” by Benito Carobene, reviews the reasons for the Italian invasion, 

identifies units involved, military postal history and postal censorship, 1934-1941. 
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(The Postal Gazette, Year III, No. 5, September 2008. See address of contact under 
Belgian Congo.)

France
“Mail Between Britain and France, 1793-1815: Part 3 - The Hundred Days.” (See under 

Great Britain.) 
“The Last Invasion of Britain.” (See under Great Britain.)
“French Transatlantic Mail, 1800-1857,” by Steve Ellis, outlines rates and routes for French 

mail to America. (The Journal of the France & Colonies Philatelic Society, No. 248, 
June 2008. See address of contact under Dahomey.)

“Two Previously Unrecorded ‘Degron-kun’ Covers,” by Matsumoto Jun Ichi, discusses two 
newly discovered French-Japanese combination covers handled through the office of 
Henri Degron, French postmaster in Yokohama, 1875-1876. (Japanese Philately, No. 
368, August 2007. The International Society for Japanese Philately, Inc., Assistant 
Publisher Lee R. Wilson, 4216 Jenifer Street NW, Washington, DC 20015.)

“The French Steamship Line E in the Caribbean.” (See under Cuba.)
“Soldati italiani in Francia nella prima guerra mondiale,” by Valter Astolfi, illustrates and 

tells the story of three contingents of troops operating in France: the Garibaldi Legion, 
the 2nd Army Corps, and the Auxiliary Italian Troops in France, 1915-1919. (Posta 
Militare e Storia Postale, No. 104, September 2007. Rivista dell’Associazione Italiana 
Collezionista Posta Militare, Director Piero Macrelli, Via Mentana 19, Casella Postale 
227, 47900 Rimini (RN), Italy.)

“I campi di internamento e prigionia nelle zona libera della Francia,” by Giampaolo Guzzi, 
identifies the locations of internment camps and provides some information about each 
one, 1939-1945. (Posta Militare e Storia Postale, No. 104, September 2007. See address 
of contact under  sixth entry for France.)

  “The Postal Complexities of 1947,” by André Métayer, translated by Mick Bister, examines 
the many changes in postal rates and the reasons thereof, which occurred in that year. 
(The Journal of the France & Colonies Philatelic Society, No. 249, September 2008. 
See address of contact under Dahomey.)

“Postal Rate Changes of 1st March 2008,” compiled by Derek Richardson, sets out both 
domestic and foreign rates in tabular form. (The Journal of the France & Colonies 
Philatelic Society, No. 248, June 2008. See address of contact under Dahomey.)

Germany
“’Agency’ Post and ‘Buoy’s’ Post from the Azores.” (See under Azores.)
“Catapulting into the Future,” by Jim Graue, tells the story of the first catapult airmail flight 

from the North German Lloyd liner Bremen, 22 July and 1 August 1929. (The Seventy 
Third American Philatelic Congress Book, 2007. American Philatelic Congress, Inc., 
Secretary Ross A. Towle, 400 Clayton Street, San Francisco CA 94117.)

“German Soldiers and Ships in A.O.I., 1939-1941.” (See under Italian East Africa.)
“The First and Last Patrol of U-131,” by Roger Callens, spins the tale of  a WW II U-boat 

and the postal history of its engineer officer as a P.O.W., 1941. (Military Postal History 
Bulletin, Vol. 47, No. 1, Winter 2008. Military Postal History Society, Secretary Ed 
Dubin, P.O. Box 586, Belleville MI 48112-0586.)

“A Sara Letter to Denmark,” by John R. Sabin, provides the background to the Nazi 
requirement that the return address on mail be identified by either “Sara” or “Israel” if 
sent by a Jew, and discusses a 1942 postal card addressed to Copenhagen. (The Post 
Horn., No. 252, August 2007. The Scandinavian Collectors Club, Donald B. Brent, P.O. 
Box 13196, El Cajon CA 92022.)
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Gibraltar
“WWII - Gibraltar - Some Recent Acquisitions,” by Mike White, updates an earlier article 

concerning censor handstamps and tapes, 1939-1944. (Civil Censorship Study Group 
Bulletin, No. 156, October 2007. Secretary Charles LaBlonde, 15091 Ridgefield Lane, 
Colorado Springs CO 80921.)

Great Britain
“Mail Between Britain and France, 1793-1815: Part 3 - The Hundred Days,” by Barrie Jay, 

illustrates and explores a number of covers posted during April and May 1815, during 
the 100 day return of Napoleon from Elba. (Postal History, No. 323, September 2007. 
See address of contact under first entry for Australian States.)

“The Last Invasion of Britain,” by Barrie Jay, is based upon a one-frame exhibit the author 
prepared concerning aborted French landings in 1796-1798. Many interesting covers 
are illustrated and explained. (Postal History, No. 325, March 2008. See address of 
contact under first entry for Australian States.)

“Peace,  Progress and Prosperity: The Early Nineteenth Century Anti-War Movement,” by 
Christopher King, discusses the formation of Peace Societies, and shows illustrated 
envelopes that were prepared, as well as seals and labels, which could be attached to their 
mail, 1843-1880. (The Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. 86, No. 5, September-October 
2007. See address of contact under second entry for Australian States.)

“Australia - U.K. Mails - The Accountancy Period.” (See under Australian States.) 
“The Postal History of Holy Island (Lindisfarne) - Part 2,” by Al. J. Hurst, continues his study 

of this island located off the coast at Berwick on Tweed, 1900-1977. (Postal History, 
No. 325, March 2008. See address of contact under first entry for Australian States.)

“With a Little Help from Our Friends, Part 5, 1931 Imperial Airways to East and South 
Africa,” by Richard W. Helbock, reviews the development of the British colonies in 
Africa and the need to link them with the mother country, which led to the establishment 
of Imperial Airways air routes, 1927-1935. (La Posta, No. 227, October-November 
2007. Journal of American Postal History, Richard W. Helbock, Editor, 33470 Chinook 
Plaza, Suite 216, Scappoose OR 97056.)

India
“WWII Censor Stations Madura, Madras and Cochin, and the Code ‘DHQ’,” by Sankaran 

Viswa Kumar and Konrad Morenweiser, relate the discovery in British National Archives 
of examples of hand stamp impressions in use during 1941-43, in the above mentioned 
censor stations and provide a table of covers recorded with Type 6 DHQ markings, as 
well as Type 3 markings. (Civil Censorship Study Group Bulletin, Nos. 155 and156, 
July and September 2007. See address of contact under Gibraltar.)

Indochina
“Indochina Military Mail: 1893-1905,” by Edward J.J. Grabowski, reviews military mail 

originating from Cochinchina, Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia, Laos and Kouang Tchéou 
Wan, together with applicable postal rates. (The Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. 86, No. 
5, September-October 2007. See address of contact under second entry for Australian 
States.)

Israel
“Postmarks and Post Offices of Israel (1948-1988) - Part 44,” by William D. Farber, continues 

his list of locations for branch offices in Tel Aviv -Yafo, the dates of opening and/or 
closing where known, the size of the postmarks used and illustrates the datestamps. (The 
Israel Philatelist, Vol. 59, No. 4, August 2008. See address of contact under General 
- Fakes and Forgeries.)
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Italian East Africa
“German Soldiers and Ships in A.O.I., 1939-1941,” by Erik Larsen, examines a cover 

illustrating a little known fact that the crews from German vessels unable to leave 
Italian East African ports, volunteered to form a company to serve with Italian forces 
defending the country. (Fil-Italia, No. 135, Winter 2007/2008. Journal of the Italy & 
Colonies Study Circle, Secretary L. Richard Harlow, 7 Duncombe House, 8 Manor 
Road, Teddington, Middx., TW11 8BG, England, United Kingdom.)

Italy
“Sovrascritte di’Accompagnamento’,” by Arnaldo Pace, brings to our attention some of 

the many different phrases written on the face of a letter, describing what the letter is 
accompanying, such as: “with accounts,” “with a parcel,” with a wrapper signed with 
your name,” “with an ampoule (of oil),” or “with 10 ducats,” 1784-1808. (Il Foglio, 
No. 153, September 2007. Unione Filatelica Subalpina, C.P. No. 65, Torino Centro, 
10100 Torino, Italy.)

“Gli inizi del Vaglia telegrafico,” by Valter Astolfi, presents the history of telegraphic money 
orders, beginning with the postal money orders introduced in France about 1810, to 
enable soldiers to send small amounts of money safely. In Italy, with the advent of the 
telegraph, forms were developed in 1864 to enable the public to send money by telegraph 
as well.  (Qui Filatelia, No. 50, October-December 2007. Rivista della Federazione fra 
le Società Filateliche Italiane, Director Piero Macrelli, Via Mentana 19, Casella Postale 
227, 47900 Rimini (RN), Italy.)

“Servizio postali ferroviari in Toscana: 1861-1905, Parte seconda, Lo sviluppo degli ambulante”, 
by Alessandro Papanti, expands upon the development of new railway lines serving the 
Tuscan region and illustrates their postal markings. (Il Monitore della Toscana, Anno 3, 
No. 5, May 2007. Notiziario della Associazione per lo Studio della Storia Postale Toscana, 
Segretario Roberto Monticini, Via S. Domenico N.1, 52100 Arezzo, Italy.)

“Tondo riquadrati usati in Toscana: Provincia di Firenze,” by V. Alfani, A. Papanti and S. 
Rinaldi, illustrates the squared circle datestamps used in the province of Florence, 1889-
1919. (Il Monitore della Toscana, Year 3, No. 5, May 2007.  See address of contact 
under third entry for Italy.)

“L’Italia di Umberto 1o aperta al mondo; i servizi postali marittimi,” [contributed by Adriano 
Cattani], reproduces established steamship sailing schedules for each port of call for the year 
1891 for Navigazione Generale Italiana, as well as for other smaller companies. (Bollettino 
Prefilatelico e Storico Postale, No. 146, October 2007. Associazione per lo Studio della  
Storia Postale, Editor Adriano Cattani, Casella Postale 325, I-35100 Padova, Italy.)

“The Sixth Congress of the Universal Postal Union and Postcard Usage,” by Clive Griffiths, 
deals with new regulations developed at the 1906 Rome Congress with regard to post cards. 
(Fil-Italia, No. 135, Winter 2007/2008. See address of contact under Italian East Africa.)

“Soldati italiani in Francia nella prima guerra mondiale.” (See under France.) 
“Censorship of the Civil Mails - WWI, [Part 1],” by Alan Becker, begins his study of those 

markings by illustrating and describing markings he knows of which were applied at 
Bologna. “Part 2” covers Milano and Genova. (Fil-Italia, Nos. 134 and 135, Autumn 
and Winter 2007. See address of contact under Italian East Africa.)

“La spedizione dei Mille e la marina italiane,” by Giuseppe Marchese, illustrates the postal 
markings of naval vessels named after the heroes of Garibaldi’s one thousand red-shirts, 
which invaded Sicily in May of 1860. (Sicil-Post Magazine, Year 9, No. 17, June 2008.  
Rivista della Associazione Nazionale di Storia Postale Siciliana, Viale Regione Siciliana 
2217, 90135 Palermo, Italy.)
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“The Use Allocated to 25¢ of the ‘Democratica Series’,” by Valter Astolfi, translated by 
L. Richard Harlow, asks and answers the question as to why this low value stamp was 
needed, and provides illustration of its uses. (Fil-Italia, No. 135, Winter 2007/2008. 
See address of contact under Italian East Africa.)

Japan
“Two Previously Unrecorded ‘Dagron-kun’ Covers.” (See under France.)
“Misplaced Slugs and Miscast Components,” (Part 1 by Borge Tilt, and Part 2 by Charles 

A.L. Swenson) discusses various types of errors made when changing the components 
of postal datestamps in daily use, 1878-1947. (Japanese Philately, No. 367, June 2007. 
See address of contact under third entry for France.)

“WA-BIN Postal Markings (The 13th Dispatch of the Day),” by Charles A.L. Swenson, looks 
at postmarks used to indicate the 13th dispatch of mail exchange, a catch-all category 
initially used in Tokyo for mail received after the last formal dispatch of the day, and 
illustrates postmarks for offices through out the country including the two characters 
indicating this “after the mails have closed” dispatch, 1892-1902. (Japanese Philately, 
No. 368, August 2007. See address of contact under third entry for France.)

“Special Grand Military Maneuvers (1903): A Large Commemorative Datestamp or a 
Modified Maruichi Postmark?” by Charles A.L. Swenson, discusses a rare postmark 
often omitted from Japanese postmark catalogs because it poses a classification problem. 
(Japanese Philately, No. 369, December 2007. See address of contact under third entry 
for France.)

“A Second Forged Large Commemorative Datestamp Found for 1919 First Airmail Flights,” 
by Michael E. Ruggiero and Charles A.L. Swenson, lays out the proof that both the 
overprint on the stamp, and the datestamp are forged. (Japanese Philately, No. 368, 
August 2007. See address of contact under third entry for France.)

Latvia
“WWII Internment of Polish Servicemen in Latvia,” by J.J. Danielski, briefly describes the military 

situation in September-October 1939, the camps established, the internment of prisoners, and 
reviews the correspondence of internees. (The Seventy Third American Philatelic Congress 
Book, 2007. See address of contact under  second entry for Germany.)

Mauritania
“Mauritania & those Taxe Marks,” by Stephen Holder, writes some lines on the background 

and history of Mauritania, and the “T” in triangle postage due handstamps, 1904-1914. 
(The Journal of the France & Colonies Philatelic Society, No. 248, June 2008. See 
address of contact under Dahomey.)

Netherlands
“The World War I Capture and Repatriation of a Dutch Postal Card,” by Hans Kremer, reviews 

the travels of a postal card, part of a mail seized on the high seas by German naval forces, 
and kept in Berlin until the end of the war. (Netherlands Philately, Vol. 32, No. 3, January 
2008. Magazine of the American Society for Netherlands Philately, Corresponding 
Secretary, Marinus Quist, 116 Riverwood Drive, Covington LA 70433.)

“With a Little Help from our Friends, Netherlands to Dutch East Indies, 1924-1929,” 
by Richard Helbock, considers the development of air mail services between the 
Netherlands and the East Indies, and their connection with transporting U.S. foreign 
mails. Competition with British Imperial Airways is mentioned. (La Posta, No. 226, 
August-September 2007.  See address of contact under sixth entry for Great Britain.)

“The Story Behind the ‘Sterkamp bij Ommen’ Cancels,” by Hans Kremer, puts in print his 
research concerning this summer post office opened to accommodate people gathering 
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for spiritual meetings at Eerde Castle at Ommen, 1927-1938. (Netherlands Philately, Vol. 
32, No. 1, September 2007. See address of contact under first entry for Netherlands.)

Nevis
“The First Issue: 1861 or 1862?” by Federico Borromeo, utilizes postal history evidence 

and information found in the British National Archives to establish the date when the 
First Issue of Nevis was initially sold. (British Caribbean Philatelic Journal, No. 229, 
October-December 2008.  British Caribbean Philatelic Study Group, Secretary Duane 
Larson, 2 Forest Boulevard, Park Forest, IL 60466.)

Newfoundland
“Mailed from the Rock: The Codroy,” by Carl Munden, continues his study of various areas 

of Newfoundland, this time reviewing the post offices and their postmarks used in the 
Codroy Valley. (PHSC Journal, No. 134, June 2008. See address of contact under first 
entry for Canada.)

Norway
“Letter from a Norwegian Concentration Camp Guard,” by Randy Nilson, investigates a cover 

written from Mauthausen/ Gusen Concentration Camp in Austria, during 1942. (The Post 
Horn, No. 251, May 2007. See address of contact under fifth entry for Germany.)

Palestine
“Unusual Uses and Misuses, A Six Bar Cancel,” by Leslie A. Bard, illustrates several 

Palestinian covers stamped with a mute, six diagonal bar grid postmark, similar to that 
believed used at Ciampino Airport, Rome, in 1945. (The Israel Philatelist, Vol. 59, No. 
4, August 2008. See address of contact under General - Fakes and Forgeries.)

Panama
“AR Service in Colombia and Panama to 1903.” (See under Colombia.)

Poland
“WWII Internment of Polish Servicemen in Latvia.” (See under Latvia.) 

Romania
“Datestamps of the First Romanian Railway Station Post Offices,” by Gabriel Sassower, enlarges 

upon an earlier article by Paul Hirsch, for the period 1869-1885. (Postal History, No. 323, 
September 2007. See address of contact under first entry for Australian States.)

Roman States
“The Post Transported on the Rome-Frascati Railway Line,” by Giuliano Padrin , translated 

by Alan Becker, researches the mail carried on this line and identifies the sets of numbers 
impressed on the covers as the particular course (run) of the train. Hours of arrival and 
departure of the trains are presented in schedule form. (Fil-Italia, No. 133, Summer 
2007. See address of contact under Italian East Africa.)

Russia
“The First Line of Defense: Imperial Russian Customs and Foreign Printed Matter,” by 

David M. Skipton, develops the history of the customs service and its struggle to keep 
subversive foreign literature and printed matter out of Russia, 1793-1909. (Rossica, 
No. 148, Spring 2007. Journal of the Rossica Society, Secretary Ed. Laveroni,  P.O. 
Box 320997, Los Gatos, CA 95032-0116.)

“Late 19th and Early 20th Century Mail from the Samara - Zlatoust and Volga - Bugul’ma 
Railroads (II)” by V.G. Levandovsky, translated by David M. Skipton, continues the 
saga of these rail lines, identifying the stations and datestamps up to 1915. (Rossica, 
No. 148, Spring 2007. See address of contact under first entry for Russia.)

“Moscow Local Lines and their Postmarks,” by Noel Warr, Leonard Tann and Gary Combs, 
have provided detailed notes concerning the Moscow railway routes furnishing local 
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mail services within the city of Moscow, 1904-1918. (Rossica, No. 148, Spring 2007. 
See address of contact under first entry for Russia.)

Scandinavia
“Nordic Volunteers in the Anglo-Boer War,” by Alfred E. Kugel, shows some rare 

correspondence to and from Scandinavian volunteers  serving on the side of the Boers. 
It is estimated only 150 Scandinavians volunteered. (The Post Horn, No. 252, August 
2007. See address of contact under fifth entry for Germany.)

Spain
“Desvelado al Misterio de las Marcas Prefilatélicas de Madrid, La Capital de España Tenía 

Marcas de Origen,” by Fernando Alonso García, attempts to determine the reasons 
behind the surprising non-existence of prestamp origin postal markings for the capital 
city of Madrid, 1720-1824. (Academus, No. 12, September 2008. Organo de la Academia 
Hispanica de Filatelia, Mayor, 31 - 2o Dcha., E.28013 Madrid, Spain.)

“Correo y Cartografía: Selección de Mapas Postales, Período Prefilatelico, 1760-1856 
(VIII),” by Fernando Alonso García and José Manuel López Bernal, provides an 1845 
“Map of the Posts of Spain,” which is tipped into the magazine, and which reveals 
the classification of post offices and provincial postal boundaries. (Academus, No. 12, 
September 2008. See address of contact under first entry for Spain.)

“Los Sobres de Registros de Embarque Franqueados con Sellos (1850-1853),” by F. Javier 
Padín Vaamonde, calls to our attention maritime bills of lading and postage franked 
envelopes accompanying them, which were given to and transported by ship’s captains, 
together with the freight shipped. (Academus, No. 12, September 2008. See address of 
contact under first entry for Spain.)

“Mail of the Spanish Navy in Cuba During the War of Independence (1895-1898).” (See 
under Cuba.) 

Thurn and Taxis
“Thurn und Taxis: The Origins of Modern Postal Services: The Netherlands - Italy Route 

C.1500-1700 (Conclusion),” by Kees Adema, discusses postal routes and how 
transportation of the mails was affected by war and conflict. (The Collectors Club 
Philatelist, Vol. 86, No. 4, July-August 2007. See address of contact under second 
entry for Australian States.)

Trinidad
“The Postal History of Trinidad, 1797-1898,” by Reuben A. Ramkissoon, reviews the postal 

history of this Caribbean Island. (The Seventy Third American Philatelic Congress Book, 
2007.  See address of contact under  second entry for Germany.)

Turkey
“Ottoman Civilian Mail Censorship during World War I,” by John Garton, illustrates WWI 

censorship cachets applied to mail from those vilayets (provinces) beginning with 
the letter “K”, 1915-1917. (The Levant, Vol. 4, No. 3, September 2007. Journal of the 
Ottoman & Near East Philatelic Society, Editor Richard Rose, 119 Grandview Place, 
Alamo Heights, TX 78209.)

Tuscany
“Il cuore di Toscana, un bollo per tutte le stagioni,” by Alessandro Papanti, reviews the 

history of and uses for what might be considered the first pictorial postmark of Italy, 
the heart-shaped postmark of Firenze (Florence). Later, these heart-shaped postmarks of 
Firenze, Livorno and Siena were reissued to include a numeral for the week of the year, 
thereby enabling the recipient to gain some idea of when that letter was mailed. Other 
uses for this fancy postmark design are also discussed, 1767-1853. (Qui Filatelia, No. 
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49, July-September 2007. See address of contact under second entry for Italy.)
Two Sicilies - Neapolitan Provinces

“The Missing Neapolitan Postal Rate, or, The Mystery of an Old Handbook and a Few 
Letters,” by Vito Mancini, translated by Toni Cientanni, delves into the 16 grana 
registration rate specified in a photocopy from an old unidentified book, which does 
not agree with the known rate. However, the author is able to show registered covers 
at both the 10 and 16 grana rates, thereby extending the confusion. (Fil-Italia, No. 133, 
Summer 2007. See address of contact under Italian East Africa.)

Two Sicilies - Sicily
“Sicilia 1859-1860: Corsa da Palermo a Messina per la via delle marine: Le officine postali 

di Santa Flavia, Termini, Cefalu’ e Santo Stefano,” by Francesco Lombardo, studies the 
mail between these six towns, which traveled by diligence along the sea coast. (Sicil-Post 
Magazine, Year 9, No. 17, June 2008. See address of contact under ninth entry for Italy.)

A Super Italian Area Catalog
a review by Joseph J. Geraci

Unificato Super 2009, compiled by the Unified Catalog staff and committee for drafting and pricing, 
Italian text, 952 pages, 9 1/2 x 6 3/4 inches, softbound, card covers, glued spine. Available from 
CFI (Commercianti Italiani Filatelici), Cassella Postale 1708, 20101 Milano, Italy. E-mail address: 
<info@unificato.it>. Euro 29 + postage. Write first for postage costs.

Presented in Milano on September 4, 2008, the Unificato catalog has been completely 
revised and amplified from earlier editions, thanks to the collaboration of the Italian Academy 
of Philately and Postal History. It includes listings and price quotations for Italy, the Old 
States, Trieste Zones A and B, Fiume, Occupations, Offices Abroad, former Colonies, 
Postwar Administration of Somalia, San Marino, Vatican City, the Sovereign Military Order 
of Malta, and all Europa issues from 1956 through 2007. Every basic stamp is illustrated 
and printed in color. Prices are in Euros.

The catalog begins with “Technical - Postal Notes,” briefly describing the beginnings of 
the postal service, postal tariffs, stamp printing establishments, how to differentiate between 
different types of printing, watermarks, sheet composition and postal markings. A note on 
pricing follows. Over 200 dealers participated in developing market prices, so this could be 
considered to be a retail price catalog.

A specialized listing for the Old States follows, with prices for mint, unused (no gum) 
and used on cover for each stamp. Prices are also indicated for multiples. A map of each State 
or territory showing major towns and cities precedes each listing throughout the catalog. 
A brief history of each State is also presented as background. Many proofs and essays are 
listed, and beginning with Italy proper, there are tables of domestic postal rates.

For Italy, stamps are listed in order of issuance, and are not divided into categories such 
as airmail, express issues and pneumatic posts. However, there are summaries of each group 
of issues indicating on what page in the catalogue they may be found. Covers are priced for 
the Old States, and up to 1945 for Italy proper. The section on the occupation of the Aegean 
Islands includes illustrations of the postmarks used there, with appropriate prices. There are 
many more innovations and features than I have space to describe here.  Suffice it to say 
that this is truly a fine work, well worth the 29 Euros asked.
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Texas Republic Mail
A review by Diane DeBlois

Republic Post: Texas Mail Late 1835 to Early 1846, Rex H. Stever, Taylor Publishing Co., Dallas, 2008, 
hardbound, 179 pages, b&w illus., color dust jacket. $40 to non-Texans, $42.50 to Texans postpaid, 
from author (checks to Rex H. Stever) 44 Camden Place, Corpus Christi TX 78412-2613.
  

When Mr. Stever’s Handling the Mails at Corpus Christi, 1997, won an award from 
the American Association for State and Local History, it signaled an acceptance of ‘deep’ 
postal history in the broader historical framework. His new book on the postal system in 
the Republic of Texas is as involved with the context of the mail, but leans more towards 
serving the philatelic rather than the local history community.

Republic Post joins two other classics on the same subject in our reference library: Texas 
Republic Postal System: a brief Story relating to the Post Office and Postal Markings of the 
Republic of Texas, by Harry M. Konwiser (Harry L. Lindquist 1933) and Texas: The Drama of 
Its Postal Past, by Alex L. ter Braake (American Philatelic Society 1970). Since all three authors 
had essentially the same archival evidence as a basis for their work, what does this new work 
offer that is fresh (besides making the classic studies of postal markings more available)?

The answer, resoundingly, is a strong geographic context presented in outstanding 
maps, accessible by a thorough index. Konwiser isn’t indexed at all, and ter Braake’s index 
is meager. I chose the waterway mails of the Brazos River as a test search, and found just 
one reference in ter Braake, plus an illustration of the steamboat Laura in 1837, which Mr. 
Stever reveals was the first year she served the Brazos. Mr. Stever indicates 19 references 
to the river, two of them covering several pages. And they lead to a comprehensive series of 
outline route maps prepared by the author. Here we graphically see that, for instance, San 
Felipe (location of the General Post Office) on the Brazos River was served by three of the 
four early routes, 1835 and 1836 until the Republic: from the north via San  Augustine and 
Nacogdoches through Washington and Whitesides, from the east via Ballews Ferry on the 
Sabine River through Liberty and Harrisburg, and from the downriver port towns of Valasco 
and Quintana on the Gulf of Mexico through Brazoria, Columbia and Orozimbo. (This last 
route was served by steamboat, which is particularly interesting, for no waterway routes on 
the Brazos are noted by Hugh Feldman in U.S. Contract Mail Routes by Water (Star Routes 
1824-1875, Collectors Club of Chicago 2008.)

Mr. Stever gives credit for locating some river-oriented post offices to Keith Guthrie and 
his three-volume Texas Forgotten Ports (Eakin Press, Austin, 1988, 93, 95). In addition to 
the outline route maps, Mr. Stever reproduces sections of an 1891 base map produced by the 
Texas General Land Office, marking the location of Texas Republic post offices by year, 1836 
to 1845, the data taken from lists determined by Walter G. Schmidt, An Encyclopedia of Texas 
Post Offices, Texas Post Offices Under Five Flags (Collectors Club of Chicago 1993).

Mr. Stever, as a Texan, also adds a sense of local lore and historic weighting – from his 
dedication: “To the Texas Republic’s postmasters, intrepid post riders, forwarding agents 
and officials of a primitive postal operation which tried to serve the public’s need for viable 
communication in a frontier area without adequate financial means,” to near mythic images 
of the Texas post rider, riverboats, the signing of the Texas constitution, etc.

The book’s text quality suffers, as with much self-publishing, from too much bold  ink, 
but the maps are large and the sewn binding lies flat – collectors of Texas will love using 
this new reference. And students of the geography of postal history will appreciate its being 
added to our hobby.
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Society Forum
This space is set aside for commentary, announcements, questions and other information 
by, for and about members of the Postal History Society. The editors welcome correspon-
dence: Box 477, West Sand Lake NY 12196 <agatherin@yahoo.com>

President’s Message, Douglas N. Clark
Your Postal History Society had a most outstanding annual meeting at Southeastern 

Stamp Show at Marietta, Georgia, September 27, 2008. 
There were three original postal history papers presented. Frank Crown and Mike 

O’Reilly spoke on “Postal History Resources,” a joint presentation for our annual meeting and 
the annual meeting of the Georgia Postal History Society. Yamil Kouri presented “Antebellum 
Contract Steamship Mail in Savannah,” as an additional Postal History Society talk, and 
Hugh Feldman spoke on “US Inland Mail Contracts by Water - The Making of a Book,” by 
arrangement with the Southeastern Stamp Show. Mr. Feldman also brought two exhibits of his 
waterways material and led a walk through after his talk, which led to spirited discussions.

The award for the best article of 2007 in the Postal History Journal was presented to 
Cecile Gruson, Leo J. Harris and Jose Manuel Lopez Bernal, for their article “Postmasters’ 
Marks in Colonial Latin America,” which appeared in PHJ 137 (June 2007).

Postal History Society exhibit awards were presented to Stephen S. Washburne, PHS 
Grand, for “Madeira Postal History: 200+ Years” (also show Gold and Grand awards); 
Bruce Roberts, PHS Gold, for “Arkansas Postal History: Territory to 1870” (also show 
Gold, Reserve Grand, Clark Federation Award and US Classics Society Award); Hugh V. 
Feldman, PHS Silver, for “From Sail to Steam on the Atlantic (1868 to GPU)” (also show 
Gold, American Philatelic Congress Award and APS Pre-1900 Medal) and Francis J. Crown, 
PHS Bronze, for “Forwarded from Georgia during the Antebellum Period” (also show 
Vermeil and Georgia Postal History Society Award).

Two important innovations for our Postal History Journal were voted at the Board 
of Directors’ meeting. It was decided to appoint an editorial board, to assist the editors in 
recruiting articles and to institute peer review of articles submitted to the journal. Look for 
the names appointed to the editorial board under the mast head for this issue.

Several auction houses have kindly agreed to send out our society’s flyer with current 
postal history auction catalogues. As you read this, you may have already received the flyer 
with postal history sales from the Matthew Bennett and Robert A. Siegel firms. We hope 
our members will show our appreciation to these auction houses by bidding early and often, 
and by passing along the circular to a nonmember. The circulars were designed by PHS 
Advertising Manager John Nunes and the arrangements with the auction houses were made 
by our charming and persuasive Membership Chairman Harvey Mirsky.

Postal History Society Offcers & Board of Directors
President: Douglas N. Clark, Box 427, Marstons Mills MA 02648-0427, U.S.A.
Vice President: Stephen S. Washburne, Box 43146, Philadelphia PA 19129-3146, U.S.A.
Sec./Treasurer: Kalman V. Illyefalvi, 869 Bridgewater Dr., New Oxford PA 17350-8206, U.S.A.
 Class of 2006  Class of 2007  Class of 2008
 John J. Nunes  Harvey Tilles  Douglas N. Clark
 Joseph J. Geraci  Yamil Kouri  Kalman V. Illyefalvi
    Stephen S. Washburne Mark Banchik
    Harvey Mirsky 
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Membership Changes by Kalman V. Illyefalvi

New Members
PHS 2276 Jeremiah Farrington, 732 Ransier Rd., Hendersonville NC 28739-7822. Classic 

U.S., Venezuela Esanelos, D.W.I., Danish classics.
PHS 2277   Robert W. Farquahar, 9007 Parliament Dr., Burke VA 22015-2153. Manchuria 

1894-1951.
PHS 2278 William Sammis, 436 Thomas Rd., Ithaca NY 14850-9653. Express Companies 

(before, during & after the independent mails period), Locals, Forgeries & 
fantasies, Business school practice items.

PHS 2279 Michael Rogers, 415 South Orlando Ave., Ste. 4-1, Winter Park FL 32789-3683. 
Dealer.

PHS 2280 Maurice M. Bursey, 101 Longwood Pl., Chapel Hill NC 27514-9584. Postal 
History: Civil War in NC; Scott 215 (US), Canada Jubilees (1897) on illustrated 
covers; County Carlow, Ireland.

PHS 2281 Dennis Engblom, Box 1057, Manchaca TX 78652-1057. St. Helena, GB in 
Peru, Queensland, South Australia, Crown circles.

PHS 2282 Dr. William H. Johnson, 13691 Metro Pkwy., Ft. Myers FL 33912-4350. 
Stampless – Colonial, Straight lines, Fancy cancels, Florida stampless. Small 
bank notes (1890 issue).

PHS 2283 John T. Rollinson, Box 70, Clovis NM 88102-0070. Postal History, especially 
U.S. & Germany.

PHS 2284 Dr. Elizabeth Jane Nettles, 141 N. Meramec Ste. 109, St. Louis MO 63105-
3750. Hawaii, St. Louis, Diamonds (the gemstone), St. Louis World’s Fair.

PHS 2285 Alfredo Frohlich, 2800 Island Blvd., Aventura FL 3360-5620. Classic Colombia 
& postal history.

PHS 2286 W. Stearns, Box 376, Hicksville, NY 11802-0396. Fancy cancels.
PHS 2287 John Farrer, Box 1023, Bakersfield CA 93302-1023. U.S. 19th century.
PHS 2288 Peter G. DuPuy, 51 W. Surry Rd., Box 1500, Keene NH 03431-1500. 19th century 

U.S. postal history specializing in New Hampshire.
PHS 2289 Stephen I. Chazen, Box 427, Pacific Palisades Ca 90272-0427.
PHS 2290 Thomas Richardson, 3764 Pine Ridge Dr., Trinity NC 27370-7443. #10 on cover, 

NC postal history, Banknote issues on cover, US #1 & 2 on NC covers.
PHS 2291 Michael J. Brown, Box 300, Lightfoot VA 23090-0300. 10 cent Jefferson postal 

history 1870-1890.
Deceased

PHS 2252 Nick Carter
PHS 1621 Wm. Thomas Lockard

Resigned
PHS 238 Elliot Mitchnik
PHS 2262 Peter Mosiondz, Jr.
PHS 2240 Lawrence Nelson
PHS 2106 Edward J. Nyberg, Jr.
PHS 2258 Patrick A. Walters
PHS 0534 Eric C. Sharpless
PHS 1390 Dr. Heinrich Stepniczka

Address Corrections
PHS 1555 Percy Bargholtz, Sodra Kungsvagen 340, SE-181 66 Lidingo, Sweden.
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PHS 2223 John S. De Santo, 3 Sparrow Way Apt. D, Queensbury NY 12804-8728.
PHS 1090 Dr. Michael D. Dixon, 3429 NE Sandy Blvd., #252, Portland OR 97232-1959.
PHS 0733 Robert W. Lyman, Box 829, Sleepy Hollow NY 10591-0829.
PHS 2246 Timothy O’Shea, 58 Porter St., Granby MA 01033-9516.
PHS 0859 F. Barton Sellers, 2771 S. Roslyn St., Denver CO 80231-6050.
PHS 0992 Harvey G. Tilles, 105 Shorelake Dr. Apt. C, Greensboro NC 27455-1462.

The Peninsular Philatelist 1951 – 2008

The Peninsular State Philatelic Society, Michigan’s Postal History Society, is making 
available a limited number of a CD-ROM containing all issues of The Peninsular Philat-
elist, its official publication. The CD contains the first issue in 1951 through the Summer 
2008 issue, 57 years of the publication containing a wealth of information on Michigan 
postal history. Back issues of the newsletter are difficult to obtain and the CD fulfills a need 
to make the information available to collectors.  

The disc contains pdf files that can readily be read by Adobe Acrobat reader and the content 
of each file is searchable. The price of the CD is $37.50 postpaid. Checks should be payable to 
PSPS, and sent to the editor, Charles Wood, 244 West Breckenridge, Ferndale, MI 48220.  

A New Sub-Category of Postal History Exhibits at the International Level

C. Historical, social and special studies exhibits which examine postal history in the 
broader sense and the interaction of commerce and society with the postal system (refer 
examples in Article 3.2).

Historical, social and special studies (sub-class 2C) exhibits would include material 
developed by commerce and society for use in the postal system and may include non-
philatelic material where relevant to the subject of the exhibit. The non-philatelic material 
should be incorporated into the exhibit in a balanced and appropriate manner in such a way 
that it not overwhelms the philatelic material. 

Examples of historical, social and special studies include:
1. Telegram services
2. Greeting cards (including Valentines)
3. Illustrated, Pictorial commercial envelopes used in a postal system
4. Studies of the effect of the postal system on commerce, society and industry
5. Historical, local and/or regional studies
6. Studies related to an event or historical landmark
All exhibits under sub-class 2C must be capable of being exhibited in standard exhibition 

format.
Historical, social and special studies exhibits (sub-class 2C) will be evaluated using 

the following relative terms in order to lead the jury to a balanced evaluation (ref. GREV, 
Article 5.2)

1. Treatment (20) and Importance (Philatelic 5 & Historical & Social aspects 5) 30
2. Philatelic, Historical & Social Knowledge, Personal Study and Research 35
3. Condition (10) and Rarity (20) 30
4. Presentation 5
Total 100
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A Philatelic Memory of Gerard J. Neufeld, compiled by Joseph J. Geraci

Gerard J. Neufeld, 93, passed away at Vero Beach, Florida, on September 13, 2008. He 
was born in Brooklyn., New York, on 5 February 1915.

He began collecting stamps in the early 1930s, quit after only three years but took up 
the hobby again about 1955, collecting U.S. in general and, much later, Indonesia. One of 
his favorite U.S. issues was the 3¢ Vermilion banknote issue of 1887 (Scott #214).  He also 
developed an interesting sideline of collecting “Newfield, N.J.” postmarks, the English 
translation of his name, as a result of his N.J. postal history interests. Another interest was 
foreign mail to and from New Jersey in the 19th Century, which developed into a monograph 
published in 1997.

He was a member, and longtime officer, of the Clifton Stamp Society, for about 40 years 
– where I first met him. He was elected to the North Jersey Federated Stamp Clubs (NJFSC) 
Board of Directors in 1962, and continuously served on the Board in various capacities to the 
present for over 30 years. He also served in many capacities with the NOJEX committees. 
(Gerry was known to wake from a sound sleep crying “eight to a crate,” referring to not 
placing more than eight pieces of glass in one case when dismantling NOJEX, in order to keep 
the weight manageable at 50 lbs.) He was named a recipient of the NJFSC Legion of Honor 
medal, by President Sidney Schneider in 1970, for exceptional service to the Federation.   

Gerry was encouraged to collect and explore postal history by Dr. Reiner-Deutsch, co-
founder of our Society. About 1966, from a miscellaneous lot of N.J. stampless covers, he 
made a “find” of an unlisted “Springfield, N.J.” straightline cancel, which turned him firmly 
down the path toward researching postal history. His article “’Spring Field’ Straightline: 
The Battle of Springfield” appeared in the American Philatelist, November 1976. He won 
numerous awards for his exhibits, including a Vermeil at HAFNIS ’76, a Gold, PHS Gold 
certificate and NJPHS Award for “19th Century New Jersey” at NOJEX ’80, and Best in 
Show for “Foreign Mail to and from New Jersey” at BLOOMPEX ’88.

The North Jersey Philatelist was begun in his presidency, and he was Editor 1970-1982, 
contributing to its success with his monthly presidential messages and popular column “U.S. 
Notes & Anecdotes.” In January 1973, he began publishing the Journal of the New Jersey 
Postal History Society for that newly formed organization, and contributed articles ranging 
from “19th Century N.J. Postal markings” to “Tuckerton Ship Letter” to “The Corisco-New 
Jersey Connection.” Other articles appeared in the American Philatelic Congress Handbook 
(1974 “Fort Snelling,” 1979 “United States ‘Ship’ Mail”) and the American Philatelist (April 
1978 “An Early {First National?} Exhibition”). Gerry served in several capacities for the 
New Jersey Postal History Society, serving as President for over 20 years from 1979. 

For this journal, Gerry was appointed U.S. Associate Editor in February 1989, and 
continued preparing the feature “American Postal History in Other Journals,” previously 
compiled by Richard B. Jordan, through October, 1992.

Gerry’s active contribution to philatelic organizations was a great gift. He was so 
willing to take on those mundane tasks, both in physical labor and mental labor, which keep 
societies going. Personally, I am grateful we knew each other for so long, and am proud to 
call Gerard J. Neufeld my friend!

Postal History Journal Award
The editors were awarded a gold medal for the Postal History Journal, 2007, at Chicagopex, 
November 21-23, 2008.
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Cover Illustration
The firm of Stanley Gibbons issued a Monthly Journal, which in July 1893 (Vol. IV No. 

37) was edited by Edward B. Evans and was priced at one shilling per year, post-free, to 
non-subscribers. Our cover illustration is a lithographed plate from this “special illustrated 
number” that celebrated the removal of the forty-year-old company to new premises at 391 
rather than 435, Strand, London W.C. (The firm is now at 399 The Strand.)

 Mr. Charles J. Phillips had opened a small shop at the Charing Cross end of the busy 
Strand (at 435) to eschew the more modest philatelic business by correspondence only, 
and “elbow its way openly in the crowded marketplace of the world.”  This “prospered so 
much beyond all anticipation” that the five story building at 391 was let and at great expense 
“specially adapted and fitted up for the stamp business.”

“The shop is handsomely decorated with solid mahogany fittings, and lighted with 
electric lights. The shop window allows of a most tempting display of albums, catalogues, ad 
sheets of stamps, and is protected form the sun by a large blind that hangs over the pavement. 
Over the entrance is a very fine, specially made lamp with three panels. In the centre panel 
is a coloured glass reproductions of the current English 4d. stamp, on the western panel 
is a similar reproduction of a Persian stamp with the familiar portrait of the Shah, and the 
eastern panel is filled in with a beautifully executed copy of the bi-colored 90 cents United 
States of 1869, with fine portrait of Lincoln.”

In addition to the painting of the new shop front reproduced on our cover, the 
noted illustrator and art dealer D.T. White sketched the “Sets and Packets Room,” “The 
Correspondence Room,” “Inside the Shop,” “The Basement Storeroom,” “Mr. Phillips’ 
Private Room” (very opulent) and “The Main Office.”

Much space in the Journal is devoted to the history of the company, especially with 
Phillips at the helm. “Strange to say, he was first drawn into the trammels of philately by 
a present which he received from his father of a guinea packet of mixed postage stamps, 
bought from Mr. Stanley Gibbons. That packet may be said to have constituted the first link 
in the chain of circumstances which eventually resulted in the young Birmingham collector 
drifting along the same stream, and finally succeeding the original owner of the packet in 
his extensive and far-reaching business. Mr. Gibbons excited the surprise of his friends in 
his abandonment of an established business for that of stamp dealing, but Mr. Phillips must 
have simply astounded all his non-philatelic friends when he announced that he was about 
to sink £25,000 in the purchase of a stamp dealers’ business. Even many well-informed 
philatelists opened their eyes widely at the revelation that a stamp business had been sold 
for such an astonishing amount, and not a few shook their heads over the matter as though 
poor Mr. Phillips had in rash haste backed a rank and roaring outsider to win the Derby. But 
he was in reality only backing his own reserve of energy and knowledge.”

The editor interviewed Phillips about both the history of the company and to take the 
pulse of contemporary collecting. At the conclusion, he asked about the Gibbons’ exhibit 
at the World’s Fair at Chicago: 

“Yes; we have a fine case in the exhibition. It stands in the British section of the Liberal 
Arts Gallery, exactly facing the exhibit of the South Kensington Museum. It includes a 
representative selection of our publications, some remarkable fine re-constructed plates 
of ‘laureated’ New South Wales stamps, showing rare minor varieties which occur in the 
engraving; an artistic design in the shape of radiating circles made up of one of the first 
issued stamps of every country in the world, from the English 1d. black of 1840, followed 
by the Brazil and Swiss of 1843, and the United States of 1845, to the latest issues of the 
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past year; a large selection of valuable stamps on the original envelopes. Amongst these 
particular gems the soul of the American collector will at once covetously notice some 
exceptionally fine examples of the adhesives issued by the various local postmasters in the 
United States prior to the Government issues. The gem of the series is a very fine set of the 
Honour’s City Post of Charleston.” 

“A few things to tempt the patriotic American Collector, eh?” 
“Exactly; but the most curious part of the exhibit, from the American point of view, will 

be an extensive collection of what are known as the ‘Patriotic Envelopes.’ These envelopes 
are adorned, or disfigured, as the onlooker pleases, with reminders of the feelings that swayed 
the breasts of the active partisans in the great civil war of America. Some are ornamented 
with corner pictures that are most enjoyably comic; others are satirical; others cynical; others 
aggressively personal, and a few pathetic, but all have in their miniature pictures distinct 
and easily recognized features bearing on some well-known phase in the progress of the 
bitter strife that divided families as well as States.” 

Collections of Nothing, William Davies King, 2008 Univ of Chicago Press

Arthur Groten introduced this delightful book about the obsession of collecting, written 
by a Professor of Dramatic Arts at University of California, Santa Barbara. Prof. King’s 
insights on collecting in general ring particularly true:

 “Collecting is a way of linking past, present, and future. Objects from the past get 
collected in the present to preserve them for the future. Collecting processes presence, 
meanwhile articulating the mysteries of desire. What people wanted and did not want drives 
what collectors want and do not want in anticipation of what future collectors will want or 
will not want. The mathematical formula connecting these equations of desire is mysterious 
and difficult, but all collectors engage in such calculations.” 

His own multifarious collections began in his boyhood with what he found to be 
the frustrating limitations of collecting stamps in an album. He branched out into every 
conceivable avenue of amassing the ephemeral. He did keep the stamp album, however, 
and eventually found a way to collect in it a facet of postal history:

“For the last twenty-five years I have been placing in the vacant spaces of The New 
Pioneer Album those little rectangles you find in the upper right-hand corner of certain 
envelopes, stamp outlines usually containing instruction to Place (or Put or Affix) Stamp 
(or Postage or Postage Stamp) Here. Some specify “1st Class Postage” or “US. Postage” or 
“Sufficient Postage” or exactly how much postage. Some say “Please,” some “Thank You,” 
and some season their thanks with a dash of guilt: “Your Stamp Helps Fight MS,” “Your 
Gift to KCLU Starts Here!,” “No Stamp Needed But If You Use One More of Our Funds Go 
to Help People Who Are Needlessly Blind.” Some are prepared for world travel: “Apposer 
unTimbre Ici,” “Colocar la Estampilla Aquí.” And recently some plead to remain blank: 
“Wait! Save Your Stamp! cox.com/easypay.” Many add some variation on “The Post Office 
Will Not Deliver Mail without Postage” or, less wordily, “Postage Required for Delivery.” 
Others are more taciturn, settling for “Stamp” or “Postage” or simply an empty rectangle, 
trusting that the point is obvious. Each of these messages can be found in a variety of fonts 
and colors and sizes. I carefully snip these would-be stamps from the envelopes and mount 
them in the album. I handle them, and I glue them, and I do not sort or categorize them. 
Forty-six pages of this album are now respectfully filled with hundreds of examples of these 
great stamps of expectation.”
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Nune’s Nook
Buy the 

Unusual, Unlisted,
Undervalued

U.S. & Foreign 
Covers

COVER MANIA 11 / STAMP EXPO 400
Clarion Inn

3 Watervliet Avenue at Exit 5 of I-90 (4 miles from Exit 24 of NYS Thruway)
Albany, New York 12206

February 14-15 2009 / September 25, 26, 27 2009 

MONTHLY SHOWS
Ramada Inn(formerly the Holiday Inn Express)

946 New Loudon Road (Route 9), Latham, New York 12110
March 15, April 19, May 17, June 21, July 19, August 16, 

September 20, October 18, November 15, December 20, 2009,
January 17, 2010

Hudson-Fulton-Champlain 
Sesqi Centennial (StampExpo400)

September 25-27, 2009
Empire State Plaza Concourse and Exhibition Hall
Albany New York 12242 (www.stampexpo400.org)

           

RS STAMP SHOW @ The Diplomat Sir Louis Room
1956 Lyell Avenue, Rochester, New York 14264

January 4, March 22, July 26, November 1, 2009,
January 3, 2010

 

John J. Nunes
80 Fredericks Road
Scotia, N.Y. 12302

(518) 399-8395
nunesnook@aol.com


